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"If it disagrees with experiment, it’s wrong. And that simple statement is the key to
science. It doesn’t make a diﬀerence how beautiful your guess is, it doesn’t matter how
smart you are, who made the guess, or what his name is. If it disagrees with
experiment, it’s wrong. That’s all there is to it."
Richard Feynman
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ABSTRACT
Miniaturization has been a driving force in many areas of science and technology, most notably
in the electronics industry. Droplet-based microﬂuidics, a methode to produce emulsion drops
in a controlled way and at high-throughputs, enables the miniaturization and automation of
biological and chemical experiments. Each emulsion drop is used as a closed reaction vessel,
enabling the performance of thousands of experiments per second, at throughputs traditional
technologies cannot meet. Droplet-based microﬂuidics is a driving technology in the advances of
genomics, proteomics, single-cell analysis, high-throughput screening, and diagnostics. Crucial
for using emulsion drops as reaction vessels is that they do not break and that they are tight, not
allowing material to be exchanged between drops. To prevent emulsion drops from coalescing,
they can be stabilized with surfactants. They adsorb at the liquid-liquid interface, lower the
interfacial tension, and add steric stability. For most drop-based biological assays, aqueous
drops are dispersed in ﬂuorinated oils. These drops are stabilized with ﬂuorinated surfactants,
composed of two perﬂuoropolyether blocks linked to a polyethylene glycol (PEG) block. These
surfactants impart good stability to emulsion drops but can contribute to an exchange of reagents
between them.
In this thesis, we studied how the composition of ﬂuorinated surfactants inﬂuences the prop-
erties of emulsion drops. Therefore we synthesized diﬀerent ﬂuorinated surfactants and varied
the length of the hydrophilic block and the number of hydrophobic blocks a surfactant contains.
We show that the mechanical and thermal stability of single emulsion drops strongly depends
on the composition of the surfactants. The stability of drops stabilized with triblock copolymers
inversely scales with the interfacial tension, where as the stability of drops coated with diblock
copolymers scales with the surfactant packing density. To investigate the transport of reagents
across oil phases, we employ water-oil-water double emulsions as templates. We show that the
leakage, resulting in cross-contamination, is mainly caused by emulsion drops with sizes around
100 nm that spontaneously form at the water-oil interface. These drops result in leakage of larger
objects such as plasmids with 11’000 base pairs or 100 nm polystyrene beads. We show that the
leakage can be reduced by an order of magnitude if surfactants that only moderately lower the
interfacial tension are used to stabilize double emulsions or if the shell thickness of double emul-
sions is reduced to values similar to the diameter of the spontaneously forming drops. Lastly, we
developed novel types of surfactants containing a catechol group in the hydrophilic block, that
can be ionically cross-linked at the interface of a drop, creating a viscoelastic shell. We demon-
strate that by cross-linking the surfactant at the drop interface, we create capsules that show
high mechanical stability, and are impermeable to encapsulants. Leveraging their stickiness, we
demonstrate that these capsules, if densely packed, can be printed into 3D structures.
Keywords: ﬂuorinated surfactants, emulsion drops, double emulsions, cross-contamination,
capsules
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Zusammenfassung
Für viele Jahre war die Miniaturisierung eine treibende Kraft für die Wissenschaft und Tech-
nologie, vor allem in der Elektronikindustrie. Tropfenbasierte Mikroﬂuidik, eine Methode mit
der man Emulsionstropfen in kontrollierter Art und mit hohem Durchsatz herzustellen kann,
ermöglicht die Miniaturisierung und Automatisierung von biologischen und chemischen Experi-
menten. Jeder Emulsionstropfen wird dabei als ein geschlossenes Gefäss betrachtet, wobei man
tausende Experimente pro Sekunde durchführen kann. Die tropfenbasierte Mikroﬂuidik ist eine
treibende Technologie für Fortschritte in der Genomikforschung, in der Proteomik, der Einzelzel-
lanalyse, beim hoch-durchlauf Aussieben oder in der Diagnostik. Damit Emulsionstropfen als
Reaktionsgefässe benutzt werden können, ist es entscheidend, dass sie dicht sind und nicht
kaputtgehen. Um diese Tropfen zu stabilisieren werden Tenside benutzt, welche an der Gren-
zﬂäche adsorbieren und die Grenzﬂächenspannung heruntersetzten. Zusätzlich stabilisieren sie
den Tropfen sterische. Für die meisten tropfenbasierten biologischen Assays, werden wässerige
Tropfen in ﬂuoriniertem Öl benutzt. Diese Tropfen werden mit einem ﬂuorinierten Tensid stabil-
isiert, welches aus zwei perﬂuorinierten Polyäther blöcken welche mit einem Polyethyleneglykol
verbunden sind besteht.
In dieser Doktorarbeit haben wir untersucht wie die Zusammensetzung der ﬂuorinierten Ten-
side die Eigenschaften von Emulsionstropfen beeinﬂusst. Dafür haben wir die Länge des hy-
drophilen Blockes sowie die Anzahl des hydrophoben Blockes vom Tensid variiert. Wir zeigen,
dass die mechanischen und thermischen Eigenschaften von einer Einfachemulsion stark von der
Zusammensetzung des Tensides abhängt. Die Stabilität von Einfachemulsionen die mit Triblock-
copolymeren stabilisiert sind, korreliert reziprok mit der Grenzﬂächenspannung. Die Stabilität
von Einfachemulsionstropfen die mit Diblockcopolymeren beschichtet sind, skaliert mit der Pack-
ungsdichte der Tenside. Um den Transport von wasserlöslichem Material durch die Ölschicht
zu untersuchen, haben wir Wasser in Öl in Wasser Doppelemulsionen hergestellt. Wir zeigen,
dass die Undichtheit welche zu Kreuzkontamination zwischen den Tropfen führen kann, ein Re-
sultat von kleinen Emulsionstropfen um die 100 Nanometer ist, welche sich spontan an der
Wasser-Öl Grenzﬂäche formen. Diese kleinen Emulsionstropfen können sogar grössere Materie
wie Plasmide mit 11’000 Basenpaaren oder 100 nm grosse Polystyrol Partikel transportieren. Wir
zeigen wie dieser Transport um eine Grössenordnung reduziert werden kann, wenn Tenside die
nur mässig die Grenzﬂächenspannung heruntersetzen, oder wenn die Ölschalendicke die gleiche
Grössenordnung wie die kleinen Emulsionstropfen hat. Im letzten Teil, haben wir eine neue Art
von Tensiden entwickelt, welche eine Brenzcatechingruppe im hydrophilen Block enthält. Dieser
Teil kann an der Grenzﬂäche vernetzt werden kann und führt zu einer Schale mit viskoelastischen
eigeschaften. Wir zeigen, dass wir durch das Vernetzen der Tenside an der Grenzﬂäche, Kapseln
mit einer hohen mechanischen Stabilität und undurchlässig für kleine Moleküle herstellen kön-
nen. Die Kapseloberﬂäche ist klebrig und bei hoher Packungsdichte können die Kapseln in 3D
iii
Strukturen gedruckt werden.
Schlagwörter: Fluoriniertes Tensid, Emulsionstropfen, Doppelemulsionen, Kreuzkontamina-
tion, Kapseln
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FOREWORD
This project summarizes the work on how the composition of ﬂuorinated surfactants inﬂuences
the properties of emulsion drops. This manuscript presents the work that was done in the scope
of this thesis and is divided into 5 chapters:
• Chapter 1 gives a general introduction to emulsion science and how surfactants are
used to stabilize emulsions. Additionally, we introduce the fundamentals of droplet-based
microﬂuidics which was the main technique used to study the performance of surfactants.
• The experimental techniques and methods used throughout the work can be found in
Chapter 2.
• A ﬁrst study of the inﬂuence of the surfactant composition on the mechanical and thermal
stability of single emulsion drops can be found in Chapter 3. We stabilize single emulsion
drops with diﬀerent ﬂuorinated surfactants and study how the composition inﬂuences the
stability. This chapter is an adaptation of the previously published paper titled: "Inﬂuence
of Fluorinated Surfactant Composition on the Stability of Emulsion Drops". [1]
• Surfactants are necessary to stabilize emulsion drops but also contribute to the transport
of material from one drop to another. We study the mechanism that can lead to this
cross-contamination in Chapter 4, using double emulsions as templates. This chapter
is an adaptation of the previously published paper titled: "Cross-talk between emulsion
drops: How are hydrophilic reagents transported across oil phases?". [2]
• In Chapter 5, we introduce a novel type of surfactant that can be reversibly cross-linked
at an interface by forming a metal-coordinate complex. We show that by cross-linking
the surfactant at the interface, we can transform an emulsion drop into a capsule with
high mechanical stability. Additionally, we can prevent the leakage from emulsion drops
and print densely packed capsules into 3D structures. This chapter is under submission
as "Bio-inspired self-healing capsules: Delivery vehicles and beyond".
• In Chapter 6 we summarize our work.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this chapter, I give an introduction to emulsions and show diﬀerent stabilization methods
of emulsions. Further on, I will introduce the basics of microﬂuidics, a technology to produce
emulsions of controlled sizes.
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1.1 Basic Concepts of Emulsion Science
1.1.1 Deﬁnitions
An emulsion is a mixture of two (or more) immiscible liquids where one phase is dispersed
in another phase. We encounter emulsions often in daily life — for example, in food products
such as butter (water drops dispersed in oil), milk and ice cream (oil drops dispersed in water)
or mayonnaise (oil dispersed in water). Emulsions are also common in cosmetics such as body
lotions or creams, in paints, or as pesticides in the agriculture industry. [3–5]
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We deﬁne the liquid that forms the drops as the dispersed phase and the surrounding liquid as
the continuous phase. An emulsion consisting of two phases is called a single emulsion. There
are two types of single emulsion drops, namely water in oil emulsion (W/O) and oil in water
(O/W) emulsions, as schematically shown in Figures 1.1a and b. Emulsions can also be made of
multiple drops contained inside other drops, which are called multiple emulsions. An emulsion
containing two phases inside a drop is called a double emulsion. If the core consists of a water
phase, the shell of an oil phase, and the outer phase of another water phase it is called a water
in oil in water (W/O/W) double emulsion, as shown schematically in Figure 1.1c.
Figure 1.1: Schematic illustration of an (a) water in oil emulsion (W/O), (b) oil in water
emulsion (O/W), and (c) water in oil in water (W/O/W) double emulsion.
1.1.2 Stability of Emulsions
Water and oil do not mix, but if you shake the mixture hard enough, you can form drops of
one phase dispersed in another — after a short time, the two phases will usually separate again.
Energy is required to create new interfacial area, and the energy per surface area is called
surface energy, γ. For liquids, it is more common to use tension per unit length which is often
given in mN/m. [6] This force per unit length is called surface tension, if used between a liquid
and a gas, or called interfacial tensions if used between two liquids.
This interfacial tension arises from diﬀerent intermolecular forces between water and oil,
therefore it can strongly change depending on the chemical nature of the two phases used. To
successfully form an emulsion we must introduce enough energy to the system to overcome the
energy penalty imposed by the need to create new interfaces. The total interfacial energy, Eγ ,
is given as
ΔEγ = γΔA (1.1)
where A is the total interfacial area. By dispersing one phase in another, new water-oil inter-
faces are produced, which costs energy. For a ﬁxed amount of energy, the smaller the interfacial
tension gets, the bigger ΔA becomes, which will result in smaller drops. No matter how low
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the energy becomes, there is always an energetic penalty in forming new interfaces and therefore
emulsions are generally not in thermodynamic equilibrium.
After emulsion drops are formed, they want to minimize their interfacial energy, ΔEγ , over
time by reducing the interfacial area, A, which ultimately results in a phase separation. Diﬀerent
mechanisms lead to this process known as aging of an emulsion. In the case of drop coalescence,
the thin ﬁlm of stabilizers (see section 1.2) between two individual drops breaks, leading them to
fuse into a single larger drop but with a smaller interfacial area, as shown in Figure 1.2a. [4,5,7,8]
If emulsion drops in a solution have diﬀerent sizes, Ostwald ripening can occur. In this process,
smaller drops will shrink, and larger ones will grow at the expense of the smaller ones, as
schematically illustrated in Figure 1.2b. [5,7,8] Ostwald ripening is due to a diﬀerence in Laplace
pressure. The Laplace pressure p is due to pressure diﬀerences on both sides of the interface
resulting in curved interfaces. This pressure is inversely proportional to the drop radius r with
Δp =
2γ
r
(1.2)
. [4] Since this pressure is higher in drops with a smaller radius, solvent molecules from small
drops will diﬀuse to the bigger ones. Another mechanism is ﬂocculation, where single emulsion
drops stick together forming ﬂocs, as shown in Figure 1.2c. [4, 5] This process can be reversible
and must not lead to complete breakage of the emulsion. Lastly, creaming or sedimentation
occurs in almost all emulsions over time if there is a density diﬀerence between the two phases,
as shown in Figure 1.2d. [4] All of these processes can lead to the full breakage of the emulsions
resulting in a complete phase separation, as shown in Figure 1.2e.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic illustration of mechanisms leading to the aging of emulsions. (a) Coa-
lescence, (b) Ostwald ripening, (c) ﬂocculation, and (d) creaming can lead to the disappearance
of emulsions such that two separate phases result. (e) all of these processes can ﬁnally lead to
breakage of the emulsion resulting in a phase separation.
To kinetically prevent emulsions from coalescing they can be stabilized using surfactants (as
described in more detail in section 1.2). Surfactants are amphiphilic molecules that adsorb at
a liquid-liquid interface, as shown in Figures 1.3a and b. The composition of the surfactant
inﬂuences the stability of emulsion drops. Since surfactants are generally small molecules, they
can diﬀuse quickly towards a new interface and are therefore convenient to use when emulsions
are produced at a high rate.
Alternatively, emulsions can be stabilized using solid nanoparticles that adsorb at the inter-
face, as shown in Figure 1.3c. [9–11] Emulsions stabilized by nanoparticles are called Pickering
emulsions. Colloidal particles that have aﬃnities to both phases adsorb at the liquid-liquid
interface, thereby decreasing the interfacial area between the two liquids ΔA such that ΔEγ de-
creases. Once Pickering emulsions are formed, they show a very high stability. However, due to
the bigger size of the nanoparticles compared to the surfactants, colloidal particles adsorb slower
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at the interface making them more diﬃcult to use for droplet-based microﬂuidics applications
(explained more in detail in section 1.4) where fast adsorption is required.
Figure 1.3: (a) Microscope image of water in oil emulsions. (b) Schematic illustration of
polymeric surfactants adsorbed at an oil-water interface, (c) schematic illustration of particles
adsorbed at an oil-water interface forming a Pickering emulsion.
1.2 Surfactants
1.2.1 Deﬁnitions and Applications
Surfactants, or surface active agents, are amphiphilic molecules containing at least one hy-
drophilic and at least one hydrophobic group. The chemical structure of a typical surfactant,
sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) or synonymously sodium lauryl sulfate (SLS), is shown in Figure
1.4.
Figure 1.4: Chemical structure of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), a typical surfactant. The
hydrophobic tail (green) and the hydrophilic head group (blue) are shown in the sketch.
Due to this amphiphilic character, surfactants can adsorb at an interface, arranging in a
way where the hydrophilic part points to the aqueous phase and the hydrophobic part to the oil
phase.
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Surfactants have a strong inﬂuence on the stability of emulsions and can add stability to
drops in three diﬀerent ways: [4]
• Surfactants reduce the interfacial tension, γ and therefore the interfacial energy, Eγ .
• The adsorbed surfactant molecules at the interface of emulsion drops can form a thin
ﬁlm. When drops come into contact due to thermal convection, mechanical agitation, or
Brownian motion this surfactant ﬁlm can act as a steric hindrance and prevent or delay
the coalescence of drops.
• If the surfactants are charged, they can induce a charge to the surface of the drop such
that they electrostatically repel each other.
Surfactants are widely used in diﬀerent ﬁelds in industry. The most ancient use of surfactants
is for detergents and cleaners. Soaps have been produced for more than 2000 years. Surfactants
in detergents can bind to dirt and be washed away by water resulting in cleaner material. In
cosmetics and personal care products, surfactants are used to produce creams and emulsions but
also lipstick, mascara, and hair dyes. In the textile and ﬁber industry surfactants are used in the
dying of textiles, lowering the surface tension and allowing the spreading of the dye into the ﬁber
matrix. Surfactants are also used in the tanning of leather, to create a protective layer on the
skin, keeping it ﬂexible and preventing it from sticking together. In paints, lacquers and other
coating products surfactants are used to create a uniform dispersion of pigments in the solvent,
or to allow better wetting. In the paper-making industry, surfactants are used to produce paper
and cellulose products. In mining and ore ﬂotation, surfactants are used to separate the desired
mineral from the bulk. In plant protection and pest control, they are used as emulsiﬁers for spray
preparations or as wetting agents. In preparation of foods, such as foams, bread, mayonnaise,
salad dressing and ice cream, surfactants are crucial. In the chemical industry, they are used,
for example, for the production of polymers using emulsion polymerization. In oilﬁeld chemicals
and petroleum production, surfactants are used to alter the wetting characteristics of the oil-rock
and steam interface to improve the rate of recovery. In pharmaceuticals, surfactants are used as
formulation aides for the delivery of ingredients in solutions, emulsions, dispersions, gel capsules
or tablets. [4]
Surfactants can be categorized in anionic, cationic, zwitterionic, and nonionic surfactants,
depending on the charge present at the hydrophilic group. The diﬀerent types of surfactants
are used for various applications since their composition inﬂuences their performance. Anionic
surfactants possess a negative charge on the head group and are the most often used surfactant
in, for example, soaps. [3] Cationic surfactants have a positively charged head group and adsorb
strongly on most solid surfaces. They are therefore often used as fabric softeners, conditioners
or as anticaking agents. [3] Zwitterionic surfactants have both a positive and a negative charge,
they are less irritating to skin and can adsorb on negatively and positively charged surfaces but
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they are often insoluble in many organic solvents. [3] Non-ionic surfactants can be either solu-
bilized in water or in oil and are often used for biological applications since there is no charge
that can interact with biological matter.
Commonly, surfactants are classiﬁed according to their hydrophilicity or hydrophobicity
using the hydrophilic-lipophilic balance or HLB value:
HLB = 20× Mh
Mtot
(1.3)
where Mh is the molecular weight of the hydrophilic group and Mtot the molecular weight of
the total surfactant. The value ranges from 1 (very hydrophobic) to 20 (very hydrophilic). This
measure has become a common tool in characterizing surfactants in industry although it is not
ideal. It assigns a ﬁxed value to a surfactant independent of the parameters of the system they
are used in. It might work well to compare diﬀerent ethoxylates at room temperature, but it
makes a comparison between diﬀerent types of surfactants diﬃcult. HLB values do not take
into account the surfactant structure, concentration, temperature or salinity of the liquids. A
more sophisticated way of characterizing surfactants for formulations is the HLD Hydrophilic-
Lipophilic deviation (HLD) value. [12] It takes into account the temperature, the salinity, the
type of oil, and the type of the surfactant head group. [13]
HLD = F (S)− k × EACN − βΔT + Cc (1.4)
Here F (S), is a function of the salinity of the aqueous solution, k is a factor to the EACN (the
Eﬀective Alkane Carbon Number), which needs to be found in the literature or experimentally
determined and is the value for the oiliness of the oil, β depends on the type of surfactant
and can be found in the literature, Cc is a characteristic value which needs to be determined
experimentally but depends on how hydrophilic or hydrophobic a surfactant is. [14] If the HLD
= 0, there is a perfect balance between hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity of the surfactants, if
O/W emulsion is desired a HLD < 0 and for W/O emulsion a HLD > 0 is desired.
1.2.2 Adsorption of Surfactants
When surfactants are in solution and an interface is present, surfactants molecules can adsorb
at that interface. When surfactants adsorb at an interface the hydrophobic group orients towards
the oil/air and the hydrophilic group towards the water, thereby reducing the free energy of the
system. The adsorption of the surfactant molecules at a surface does not only decrease the
surface tension but also structures the liquid molecules near the interface. [3]
To relate the ﬁnal equilibrium surface tension to the amount of surfactant adsorbed at an
interface the Gibbs adsorption theorem or Gibbs equation can be used. The Gibbs adsorption
theorem can be derived from the Gibbs free energy, ΔG, and the surface excess, the excess of
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surfactant molecules at the surface. The surface excess concentration is given as Γ = nσ/A,
where nσ is the number of surfactants at the interface and A the area. [4, 15, 16]. The basic
equation under consideration of constant temperature are pressure is given as:
dγ = −
∑
i
Γidμi (1.5)
γ is the interfacial tension, Γi the interfacial excess concentration and μi the chemical potential of
every component i. The diﬀerential of the chemical potential depends on the activity ai = xi ∗fi
where xi is the mole fraction and fi the activity coeﬃcient. [4, 15]
dμi = RTdln(ai) (1.6)
where R is the ideal gas constant and T the temperature. By taking equation 1.5, and ﬁlling
in the two components, the solvent and surfactant, one has to consider that by deﬁnition the
solvent has an interfacial excess concentration Γs of zero leading to
− dγeq
RT
= Γeqdlnaai (1.7)
[15] For non-ionic surfactants the Gibbs equation results in
Γeq = − 1
RT
× dγeq
dlnC
(1.8)
where C is the concentration of surfactant in solution. [15] This equation is valid for low sur-
factant concentrations, where the interfacial tension depends strongly on the surfactant concen-
tration. For systems where the interfacial tension is known, and non-ionic surfactants are used,
equation 1.8 can be used to calculate the surface excess concentration. [4]
1.2.3 Critical Micelle Concentration
If the interaction between single surfactant molecules is stronger than between a surfactant
molecule and a solvent molecule, aggregates, assemblies of surfactant molecules can form. The
concentration of surfactant molecules in solution where these aggregates of a few surfactant
molecules start to form is called critical aggregation concentration (cac). To minimize the in-
teraction of the hydrophobic group with the water phase, surfactants can assemble into new,
well-deﬁned larger structures, such as micelles, as shown in Figure 1.5a. The concentration
when surfactants self-assemble into these larger well-deﬁned aggregates is called the critical mi-
celle concentration (cmc). These larger aggregates always coexist with free surfactant molecules
in solution. [6, 15] The critical aggregation concentration is lower than the critical micelle con-
centration.
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There are diﬀerent techniques to determine the cmc. When measuring the interfacial tension
as a function of the concentration of the surfactant in solution, one can observe a decrease
in the interfacial tension due to the adsorption of surfactants at the interface. At a certain
concentration, γ does not signiﬁcantly change anymore with increasing surfactant concentration.
The cmc is the point where the slope of the interfacial tension as a function of the surfactant
concentration suddenly becomes negligible, as shown in Figure 1.5b. [15] Other methods include
the measurement of a change in the electrical conductivity, or an increase in light scattering. [3]
Figure 1.5: (a) Schematic illustration of surfactant molecules with a hydrophilic head group
and a hydrophobic tail in a water solution. Their concentration is above the cmc, where micelles
form. (b) Surface tension, γ, as a function of the logarithm of surfactant concentration. The
concentration where the two extrapolated lines meet is called the cmc.
The type of aggregates surfactant molecules can self-assemble into depends on the structure
of the surfactant molecules: They can form micelles or bigger aggregates such as vesicles as
summarized in Table 1.6. The size of the hydrophilic part and the length of the hydrophobic
part aﬀects the strengths of the interactions between the surfactant molecules and the solvent
and will inﬂuence the types of aggregates they will form. To link the size of the hydrophobic
and the hydrophilic block to the kind of aggregates that can form, we introduce the packing
parameter. The packing parameter is deﬁned as:
α =
v
a0 × lc (1.9)
where v is the volume of the hydrophobic chain, lc the maximum eﬀective length the hydrophobic
chain can assume and a0 the optimal area of the hydrophilic group. [6] α is the cross-section area
of the hydrophobic part divided by the cross-section area of the hydrophilic part. When α ≤ 13
spherical micelles will form, when 13 < α <
1
2 non-spherical (ellipsoidal) micelles form, α ≈ 12
cylindrical or rod-like micelles form and when 12 < α < 1 various interconnected structures will
form, as shown in Figure 1.6. If α ≈ 1 vesicles and extended bilayers will from and if α > 1
"inverted" structures will form.
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Figure 1.6: Illustration of diﬀerent aggregates that can be formed depending on the packing
parameter. [17]
These larger self-assembled aggregates are often ﬂuid like and soft, with the surfactant
molecules in constant motion: they will adsorb and desorb from the interface but also dif-
fuse, twist and turn. [6]
1.2.4 Spontaneous Emulsiﬁcation
To form an emulsion drop, new interfacial area must be created, which costs energy, as explained
in section 1.1.2. This energy cost is partially or fully compensated by a gain in entropy caused by
the increasing number of drops formed. More than hundred years ago, people observed that upon
bringing certain immiscible phases containing a surfactant into contact, emulsion drops would
spontaneously form. Although spontaneous emulsiﬁcation has long been observed, the mecha-
nism of spontaneous drop formation is still not fully understood. [18] It is possible that it can
occur through diﬀerent mechanisms depending on the system. [19]. More recently spontaneous
emulsiﬁcation has been studied in a controlled way. By forming a drop of water in hexadecane
containing Span 80 as a surfactant, the formation of tiny emulsion drops at the interface without
agitation were observed under a microscope. [20]. When adding salts at high concentrations to
the aqueous phase the formation of drops could be suppressed. Spontaneous emulsiﬁcation has
also been observed upon bringing water in contact with dodecane containing Span 80, where
small drops form at the interface and grow over time to several micrometers in diameter. [19]
It has been shown that for higher surfactant concentrations the process was faster, and below
0.025% of surfactant, no formation of drops could be observed. This is in agreement with a
more recent study where spontaneous emulsiﬁcation of water in kerosene containing Span80 was
only observed above the cmc. Higher surfactant concentrations lead to more drops and higher
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salt concentrations to fewer drops. [21] The same phenomena has been observed at water and
toluene containing asphaltenes, high molecular polar components in crude oil, interfaces. The
spontaneous formation of emulsion drops was observed using bright-ﬁeld microscopy and could
be veriﬁed by using diﬀerent dyes in the oil and water phase and analyzing them with a ﬂuores-
cence confocal microscope. [22]
Spontaneous emulsiﬁcation has been observed even in water-triglyceride-water double emulsion
containing polyglycerolricinoleate as a surfactant in the oil phase. They show that the number
of drops increases with time and the rate of the drop formation increases exponentially with the
concentration of surfactant. It has been shown that if there is no surfactant in the oil phase the
spontaneous formation of emulsion drops does not happen. [23]
Even though there are many diﬀerent theories on the mechanism of spontaneous emulsiﬁca-
tion, [18, 24–30] recent studies have in common that (i) there needs to be a surfactant present
in the phase where the emulsions form and (ii) the concentration of the surfactant needs to be
above a certain concentration for spontaneous emulsiﬁcation to occur. A possible mechanism
for spontaneous emulsiﬁcation could be that the surfactant molecules at the interface induce a
spontaneous curvature, since their packing density at the interface depends on their shape and
size in addition to the amphiphilicity. Therefore interfaces can spontaneously curve to accom-
modate more surfactant molecules while keeping the free energy minimal. [22] Others propose
that aggregates such as inverse micelles form in solution that at contact with the interface can
get ﬁlled with water. [23] Another option could be that small convective ﬂows shear oﬀ tiny
emulsion drops from the interface.
1.3 Characterization of Surfactants
1.3.1 Pendant Drop
The pendant drop method is a commonly used technique to determine the interfacial tension
of two liquids. In this technique, a drop of one liquid is hanging or raising from a ﬂat needle
either in air or in a second immiscible liquid. The drop is illuminated from the backside and a
camera in front of the drop records the size and shape of the drop, as shown schematically in
Figure 1.7.
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Figure 1.7: Schematic illustration of a typical pendant drop setup. The drop is formed at
the tip of a ﬂat needle that is connected to a syringe. Light illuminates the drop and a camera
records the drop shape. Figure adapted from [24].
The drop shape in the recorded image is analyzed using the the Young-Laplace equation,
that relates the pressure diﬀerence between inside and outside of the drop with the curved liquid
surface/interface by
ΔP = Pi − P0 = γ × ( 1
R1
+
1
R2
) (1.10)
Here ΔP is the pressure diﬀerence across the drop interface, γ the interfacial tension and R1 and
R2 the radii of the drop curvature. Because the drop hanging from a needle is non-spherical, two
radii are needed. R1 and R2 at a selected point are obtained by taking the normal to that surface,
drawing two planes where one is at a right angle to the other, and ﬁnding the curves formed in
the two planes. The force balance of the hanging drop results from gravity that acts on the drop
pulling it down, whereas the surface or interfacial tension is keeping the drop attached to the
needle. Since gravitation causes a pressure diﬀerence across the z-axes, the Laplace pressure in
function of the z-axes can be deﬁned as follows:
ΔP = ΔP0 + (Δρi)gz (1.11)
Here ΔP0 is the reference pressure at z=0, Δρi the diﬀerence in densities of the two phases, g the
gravity and z the vertical distance between the plane and a given point. By combining equation
1.10 and 1.11 and introducing geometrical considerations, the interfacial tension can be derived
from the shape of the drop. [15, 24] If we characterize the liquid drop towards air we measure
the surface tension; if we measure it in another liquid, we obtain the interfacial tension.
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1.3.2 Wilhelmy Plate
An alternative method to measure the surface tension is by using the Wilhelmy plate. This
is a ﬂat metal plate that is placed at a liquid-air interface and the force acting on the plate is
measured. [24] To receive precise results, the plate needs to be completely wetted by the solvent
resulting in a contact angle of the solvent on the Wilhelmy plate of 0° [15]. The force measured
is
F = γ × 2(x+ y) (1.12)
where x is the horizontal length of the plate and y the thickness of the plate. Since F, x, and y
can easily be measured, the surface tension γ can be determined. [15] As an alternative to the
Wilhelmy plate, paper plates made from ﬁlter paper can be used. [31]
1.3.3 Langmuir Trough
To measure the surface tension as a function of the surfactant molecule packing at the interface, a
Langmuir trough can be used. In this technique, the trough is ﬁlled with a liquid and a Wilhelmy
plate is inserted. A deﬁned amount of surfactant molecules are dissolved in a volatile solvent
that is immiscible in water and deposited on the water surface of the trough. The solvent will
evaporate and the surfactant molecules will be dispersed at the water surface. When the amount
of surfactants at the surface is low, the distance between the diﬀerent surfactant molecules will
be large and their interaction will be weak. Under these conditions, the surfactants will have
little impact on the surface tension of the water which is measured using the Wilhelmy plate.
Now, one can apply a force with the two barriers and push the surfactant molecules together.
At one point surfactants start to pack more densely and interact with their neighbors. This
two-dimensional pressure is called the surface pressure Π. The surface pressure is linked to the
interfacial tension by
Π = γ0 − γ (1.13)
where γ0 is the surface tension of pure water and γ the surface tension when the surfactant
is present. The interfacial tension is measured by the Wilhelmy plate as described in section
1.3.2. By knowing the amount of surfactant molecules added and the volume of the trough, one
can determine the mean molecular area, the area of water surface available to each molecule, as
follows:
Am =
AL
NS
(1.14)
, where Am is the mean molecular area, AL is the geometrical area of the surface occupied by
the monolayer and NS is the amount of surfactants at the surface.
Usually one measures these relations at a constant temperature and these curves are known as
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surface pressure - area isotherms or simply isotherms. Depending on the surface pressure sur-
factant molecules arrange in diﬀerent conﬁgurations at the interface resulting in deﬁned phases
ranging from gaseous to liquid-expanded, to liquid-condensed to solid, as schematically illus-
trated in Figure 1.8. [15]
Figure 1.8: Schematic illustration of typical surface pressure, Π, against mean molecular area
(Am) isotherm showing the diﬀerent regimes of surfactant packings during compression.
The behavior and existence of the diﬀerent phases depends on the physical and chemical
properties of the surfactant molecules, the temperature, and the sub-phase composition. [15]
1.4 Droplet-Based Microﬂuidics
1.4.1 Techniques to Produce Emulsion Drops
Emulsions can be produced using a variety of techniques such as mechanical agitation for example
with a rotor-stator system [32] or a homogenizer [33]. With these techniques, the size distribution
of drops can be relatively large. To get more control over the size distribution of emulsion drops,
membrane emulsiﬁcation can be used. [34] In this technique, the disperse phase is pressed through
a membrane with well-deﬁned pores into the continuous phase. The pore size determines the size
of the resulting emulsion drops, [34] but very narrow size distributions cannot be achieved. [35]
The best control over drops size distribution can be achieved by using droplet-based microﬂuidics.
[36]
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1.4.2 Microﬂuidics
Microﬂuidics is the science and technology of systems that manipulate liquids ﬂowing in chan-
nels with dimensions of tens to hundreds of micrometers. [37] The ﬂow rates in the channels
are regulated by automated syringe pumps or pressure driven pumps to allow a steady ﬂow of
liquids in the channels. Due to the small channel dimensions laminar ﬂow often dominates. [38]
This gives good temporal and spatial control over the ﬂuid ﬂow inside a microﬂuidic device. [37]
By performing experiments on a much smaller scale "on chip" has several advantages: They
allow the use of small sample and reagent volumes, resulting in reduced costs, but also allow
high throughput and fast and accurate detection of reagents.
Advances in microfabrication, have allowed the production of microﬂuidic devices using soft
lithography techniques [39] using polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), a transparent elastomer. This
technology made microﬂuidics accessible to many researchers around the world. Even large-scale
integration of multiple channels with valves allowed handling of hundreds of individual micro-
chambers on a single chip. [40] However, if very large numbers of samples must be analyzed,
or if very small sample volumes must be used, single phase microﬂuidics might fail due to the
limited numbers of channels and chambers that can be implemented on one chip. Additionally,
interactions of the liquid with the wall of the chip can lead to contaminations. Some of these
limitations can be overcome by droplet-based microﬂuidics.
1.4.3 Droplet-based Microﬂuidics
Droplet-based microﬂuidics is a subgroup of microﬂuidics where immiscible ﬂuids are ﬂown
through tiny channels to produce emulsion drops with a well-deﬁned size in the range of a
few to hundreds of micrometer at rates of several thousand per second. Various emulsion drops
produced with a microﬂuidic device are shown in Figure 1.9.
Figure 1.9: Single-, double, and multiple emulsions produced using a microﬂuidic device.
Diﬀerent junction designs are commonly used to produce emulsion drops in a controlled
manner. The most simple geometry is the T-junction, where one ﬂuid is ﬂown perpendicular to
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another, thereby shearing oﬀ a plug of the dispersed phase, as shown in Figure 1.10a. [41] In ﬂow
focusing devices, the dispersed phase gets sheared oﬀ by the continuous phase that is injected into
the main channel from two sides, as schematically illustrated in Figure 1.10b. [42] This geometry
is commonly used and results in drops with a very narrow size distribution. Depending on the
angles of the incoming oil ﬂow, monodisperse drops can be produced over a wide range of ﬂow
rates. [43] In step emulsiﬁcation the drop formation does not require a secondary ﬂow to trigger
a droplet breakup. [44–46] The drop forms at a step, as shown in Figure 1.10c.
Figure 1.10: Schematic illustration of diﬀerent commonly used channel geometries for drop
formation. (a) T-junction, (b) ﬂow focusing, and (c) step emulsiﬁcation.
The drop formation is not only determined by the geometry of the channels but also depends
on the drag of the outer ﬂuid pulling the drop downstream and the interfacial tension, γ, that
resists that ﬂow. The capillary number, Ca, puts these two forces in relation:
Ca =
ηU
γ
(1.15)
η is the viscosity of the continuous phase, U the ﬂow velocity of the continuous phase, and γ
the interfacial tension between the two phases. [38] At capillary numbers of around 0.5 or lower,
the drop breakup can be controlled by the interfacial tension, at high capillary numbers above
0.5 it is determined by the viscous forces resulting in more elongated drops that pinch oﬀ due
to Rayleigh instabilities. [36, 38]
1.4.4 Applications of Droplet-Based Microﬂuidics
The ability to encapsulate microorganisms such as cells, DNA, RNA, bacteria, and molecules in a
controlled manner in drops using small sample volumes allows for new possibilities in diagnostics
and research in microbiology. [47]. Performing biological and chemical reactions inside drops has
several advantages compared to traditional techniques that use Petri dishes, multiwell plates
and ﬂasks as containers: [47]
• Conﬁnement : By conﬁning a microorganism to one drop, enables to study them in an
isolated environment. It allows observation of one single organism instead of a population.
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For example, the metabolism and molecules secreted from a cell can be studied without
being aﬀected by neighboring cells. Since the volume of the drop is small, the secreted
molecules are accumulated faster and can be detected easier. Since the volume of one
drop is small, only small amounts of reagents are consumed. Additionally, droplet-based
microﬂuidics allows sorting of drops of interest in a controlled manner — to isolate, for
example, interesting individuals in a big population.
• High-throughput : By producing drops whose diameter varies by only 2% [48] at a rate
of 10’000 per second, allows the screening of a large number of parameters in a short
amount of time. Even screening of millions of individual drops becomes feasible, which
with current technologies is not possible at reasonable costs and time. This opens up
possibilities to study small variations for example in the phenotype and genotype of a
large population of bacteria using high-throughput screening.
• Multi-step operations : The variety of manipulations of drops on a chip enables execution
of iterative multi-step operations on a single drop. This allows performing long-term
reactions and screening of several parameters.
The possibilities to manipulate drops on a chip in a controlled way makes this technology
very powerful for applications in biology and chemistry. Driven by the idea of performing the
same operations as one would on a macroscopic scale, but on a microscopic scale, has led to
the development of various designs to manipulate drops in a controlled way on a microﬂuidic
chip. Splitting [49, 50] is often used to extract a sample of a drop that one wants to analyze or
it can be used to increase the number of drops, as shown in Figure 1.11a. On the contrary by
merging two drops and thereby initiating a reaction can be achieved using a merging module,
as shown in Figure 1.11b. [51–53] To add a small amount from a continuous ﬂow into a drop, a
pico-injection module has been developed, as shown in Figure 1.11c. [54]. To dilute the content
of a drop in a controlled way, a droplet dilution module has been developed, as shown in Figure
1.11d. [55] Storage or incubation [56] is used as a method to store drops for a certain time while
a reaction inside occurs, as shown in Figure 1.11e. By merging two channels, two populations
of drops can by synchronized, as shown in Figure 1.11f. Mixing [57] the content inside drops at
a controlled speed, and sorting of drops, [58] can be crucial for many biochemical assays when
it comes to separating empty drops from cell-containing ones. An example of a sorting module
is shown in Figure 1.11g.
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Figure 1.11: Schematic illustration and microscope images of some common drop manipulation
techniques. Figure modiﬁed from [59].
Droplet-based microﬂuidics is currently used in a large variety of applications, such as anti-
body [60,61] and drug screening, [62] and drug dose-response studies, [63] combinatorial screen-
ing, [64, 65] directed evolution of enzymes, [66, 67], single-cell DNA and genomic studies, [68]
single cell RNA and transcriptomics studies, [69, 70] and chemical synthesis. [71, 72]
Compared to all the advantages of droplet-based microﬂuidics, compartmentalization of ﬂuids
into drops also has a few disadvantages. First, it is diﬃcult to exchange the media inside the
drop in a controlled manner and therefore adding any washing step is challenging. This can
lead to lower survival rates of organisms inside drops. [73] Second, surfactants are very good in
keeping drops separated but they can contribute to cross-contamination between emulsion drops
which reduces the accuracy of screening assays. Cross-contamination can occur if (i) drops come
into direct contact and coalesce or (ii) if the content of drops can be transported through the oil
shell by the support of surfactant molecules. [74] Challenges still exist in keeping drops stable
during handling especially at high salt concentrations or high temperatures used, for example,
during thermocycling in polymerase chain reaction (PCR) reactions. Many of these challenges
are related to the performance of the surfactant used to stabilize these emulsion drops, where a
better understanding and the design of new surfactants could overcome some of the limitations
of droplet-based microﬂuidics.
1.4.5 Fluorinated Continuous Phase
Droplet-based microﬂuidics has gained the most attention in microbiology and biotechnology.
Working with biological material has high requirements on the types of solvents and types of
surfactants one can use. For example, if cells are encapsulated in drops, a high oxygen perme-
ability of the oil phase is desired. Biologically inert ﬂuorocarbons fulﬁll these requirements. [75]
In these compounds, some or all of the hydrogen atoms are replaced by ﬂuorine atoms. These
ﬂuorinated oils are biocompatible [76–78], which is important to keep encapsulated organisms
such as cells alive. Due to weak inter-molecular interactions, ﬂuorinated carbon chains have
very weak interactions with other molecules, and are therefore not miscible with water or most
organic solvents. [79] Also due to the low cohesive energy, gases such as oxygen, carbon dioxide
and others are highly soluble in ﬂuorinated solvents. [7, 79–81] Additionally ﬂuorinated oils are
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compatible with PDMS, which is commonly used to fabricate microﬂuidic devices. [82] Water in
ﬂuorinated oil drops can be stabilized with ﬂuorinated surfactants. [83] This system has become
the standard system used for droplet-based applications in biology or biotechnology. [66,84–89]
1.4.6 Fluorinated Surfactants
To stabilize water in ﬂuorinated oil emulsion drops, ﬂuorinated surfactants must be used. In
these surfactants the hydrogen atoms in the hydrophobic part are replaced by ﬂuorine atoms,
making the surfactant adsorb at a ﬂuorinated oil water interface. People have been using ﬂuori-
nated surfactants comprised of a short ﬂuorinated group linked to short hydrophilic groups such
as perﬂuorinated ocantanol [90–95] or perﬂuorinated decanol. [96] Other developments linked
slightly longer perﬂuorinated groups to acids [77] or a polyethylene glycol (PEG) group. [77,97]
Over the past 20 years microﬂuidic devices and designs, used to manipulate drops in a
controlled way, have been developed very rapidly. Stabilizing water in ﬂuorinated oil in a robust
way while manipulating them on chip has been challenging in the ﬁeld. A big leap towards the
application of droplet-based microﬂuidics came along with the development of a new type of
ﬂuorinated surfactant made of two perﬂuoro polyether blocks linked to a PEG block, as shown
in Figure 1.12. [83]
Figure 1.12: Chemical structure of a commonly used ﬂuorinated surfactant made of two per-
ﬂuorinated polyether blocks (FSH) linked to a polyethylene glycol block.
Surfactants with this structure have become the standard system to use for droplet-based
microﬂuidics that employs ﬂuorinated oils as a continuous phase. [66, 73, 83–89, 98–100]. To
simplify the synthesis, the same ﬂuorinated block, FSH, has been used with -COOH, [101–103] -
COONH4, [75,104–106] -dimorpholinophosphate, [75,107–109] and -tris-(hydroxymethyl)methyl
groups. [110]
Since the discovery of these ﬂuorinated block copolymer surfactant, a few modiﬁcations have been
done at the synthesis replacing PEG with polyglycerol groups, [111] or using click chemistries
to make novel ﬂuorinated block copolymer surfactants. [112] At the same time, ﬂuorinated sur-
factants with diﬀerent structures have been introduced. [113–117]
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Eﬃcient ﬂuorinated surfactants were discovered about 10 years ago, but for much of that
time were commercially unavailable. Today, several companies provide ﬂuorinated surfactants
in pure form or as ready to use solutions such as Emulseo, RAN Biotechnolgies, 10X Genomics,
BioRad, Sphere Fluidics, Dolomite, RainDance Technologies.
Although recently developed ﬂuorinated surfactants are more eﬃcient at stabilizing emul-
sion drops during droplet manipulations, stabilizing them at high temperatures or at high salt
concentrations is still challenging. In addition, molecular transport between drops, as a result
of diﬀerences in chemical potentials, can lead to cross-contamination between emulsion drops.
Drops containing a ﬂuorophore and empty drops were trapped in alternating order, and it could
be observed how the ﬂuorophore concentration decreases in the full drops and increases in the
empty drops until they reach equilibrium, as shown in Figure 1.13. In this case, the advantage
of studying one drop as a closed vessel might break down if the experimental time scale is longer
than the time scale to equilibrate the chemical potential. Therefore ideal ﬂuorinated surfactants
should succeed in stabilizing emulsion drops under harsh conditions and prevent any possibility
of cross-talk between emulsion drops. [74]
Figure 1.13: Microﬂuidic device to trapp water in ﬂuorinated oil single emulsion drops that
alternatively contain a ﬂuorophore dye and are empty imaged after 0, 1.5, 3, 6, 12 and 24h.
Over time the dye is transported from the ﬂuorophore loaded drop into an empty drop. Figure
adapted from [118].
1.4.7 Double Emulsions
Although double emulsions are not commonly used in industry, they have many advantages
over single emulsion drops. Regarding stability, single emulsion drops containing high salt con-
centrations are prone to coalesce where double emulsions under the same conditions are more
stable. [119] Water in ﬂuorinated oil single emulsions usually cream at the surface, due to their
density diﬀerence. By contrast, double emulsions with ﬂuorinated shells sink in aqueous media,
making them easier to handle and analyze them. Because double emulsions are dispersed in
an aqueous solution, they can be characterized and sorted with automated cell sorting such as
FACS. [120,121] Moreover, nutrients for cells can be introduced into double emulsions by dissolv-
ing them in the outer phase and transporting them to the core. Additionally, double emulsions
can be great templates to produce microcapsules by solidifying the shell. [122]
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1.4.8 Production of Double Emulsions
Double emulsions in the size range of around 100 μm can be produced in a controlled way using
microﬂuidic glass capillary devices [123] or PDMS based devices [105,124]. Glass microcapillary
devices are produced by heating glass microcapillaries and pulling them to the desired thickness
of the tips. [36] A circular capillary (injection capillary) is introduced into a bigger square
capillary. From the other side, a tapered collection capillary is introduced. The oriﬁce of this
capillary has to be aligned manually with the injection capillary.
The inner phase ﬂows through the injection capillary, where the middle phase is ﬂown between
the injection capillary and the outer capillary. From the opposite side, the outer phase is
introduced, between the collection capillary and the outer square capillary. At the junction,
where the injection capillary meets the collection capillary, double emulsion can be formed, as
shown in Figure 1.14. The size of the oriﬁce will determine the size of the formed drops. In
addition, the dimensions of the double emulsions can to some extent be controlled with the ﬂuid
ﬂow rate. Since glass is chemically inert to a lot of organic solvents, it is a very convenient
material to perform microﬂuidic experiments. However, capillaries must be aligned manually,
making it diﬃcult for scale up as each device is slightly diﬀerent.
Figure 1.14: Schematic illustration of double emulsion production using a microﬂuidic glass
capillary device. [125]
Another technique to produce double emulsions is to use microﬂuidic PDMS devices that
are made by using soft lithography [126] and are therefore easy to fabricate, cheap, versatile
in terms of channel geometry and reproducible. [126] By contrast, many organic solvents swell
PDMS, making it impossible to use the devices with these solvents, unless the channels are made
solvent resistant. [82] This can be achieved for example by coating them with parylene. [127]
Recently a glass microﬂuidic device made by selective etching has been introduced through
chemical vapor deposition, combining the "copy-paste" approach of the PDMS devices with the
solvent compatibility of glass. [128] An optical micrograph of a PDMS-based microﬂuidic device
in operation is shown in Figure 1.15.
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Figure 1.15: Optical microscopy image of a microﬂuidic PDMS double emulsion device in
operation. Arrows indicate the ﬂow direction of the water and oil phases.
To make water/oil/water double emulsions, it is necessary to selectively surface treat the
diﬀerent channels. To ensure the middle oil phase wets the channel walls in the ﬁrst part
of the device, the surfaces of the channels must be rendered hydrophobic. To let the water
wet the collection channel the main channel downstream the last junction must be hydrophilic.
Surface treatment can be achieved by selectively injecting appropriate solutions into the diﬀerent
channels, as detailed in section 2.4.1
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Chapter 2
Materials and Methods
In this chapter, we detail the experimental methods and techniques used throughout this
work. Parts of this chapter are taken from G. Etienne, M. Kessler, E. Amstad: "Inﬂuence of
ﬂuorinated surfactant composition on the stability of emulsion drops" [1] and G. Etienne, A.
Vian, M. Biočanin, B. Deplancke, E. Amstad: "Cross-talk between emulsion drops: how are
hydrophilic reagents transported across oil phases?". [2]
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2.1 Surfactant Synthesis
The synthesis of the ﬂuorinated surfactants is based on a coupling reaction of the activated
ﬂuorinated block containing an acid chloride end group and an amine group attached to the
PEG. The surfactant synthesis is based on the method described previously that was slightly
adapted. [83] The schematic of the synthesis for the triblock and diblock copolymer surfactant
is shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Reaction scheme of the synthesis of the (a) triblock copolymer and (b) diblock
copolymer surfactant. The letters indicate the approximate lengths of the diﬀerent blocks in the
hydrophilic groups. A summary is given in Table 2.1.
In brief, 1 mol equivalent of Krytox FSH 157 (∼7000 g/mol, Chemours, USA) is dissolved
at 0.1 g/mL in dry Novec HFE-7100 (3M, USA). HFE-7100 is dried using molecular sieves
and bubbled with argon. The reaction is performed under argon using dry glassware. The
carboxylic end group of the Krytox FSH 157 is activated by adding 10 mol equivalent of thionyl
chloride (Merck, Germany) and reﬂuxed at 65°C for 2h under argon atmosphere. Unreacted
thionyl chloride is removed by heating the reaction to 90°C under reduced pressure for 1 hour.
After cooling the activated Krytox FSH to room temperature, it is re-dissolved in dry HFE-7100
under argon. To dry the hydrophilic block, 1.1 mol equivalent of the hydrophilic block for diblock
copolymers or 0.57 mol equivalent of the hydrophilic block for triblock copolymers are dissolved
in triﬂuorotoluene (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) at 0.1 g/mL and heated to 120°C. By slowly reducing
the pressure the solvent is evaporated using a bridge connected to a Schlenk ﬂask. To synthesize
the diblock copolymer we use monofunctional amine-terminated PEG (Jenkem Mw 295 g/mol,
5000 g/mol) and Jeﬀamine (Huntsman M-600, M-1000, M-2005) and for the synthesis of the
triblock copolymer we use homobifunctional amine terminated PEG (Jenkem Mw 368 g/mol,
600 g/mol, 5000 g/mol) and Jeﬀamine (Huntsman, Jeﬀamine ED-600, ED-900, ED-2003). After
the majority of the solvent is evaporated and the reaction mixture is cooled to room temperature,
anhydrous dichloromethane (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) is added until all the PEG is re-dissolved. To
drive the reaction to completion, 1.5 mol equivalent of triethylamine (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) is
added to the PEG solution. The PEG solution is added to the activated Krytox and reﬂuxed
overnight at 65°C under argon atmosphere. The surfactant is subsequently puriﬁed from excess
unreacted PEG by dissolving the product in a mixture of methanol (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) and
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Table 2.1: Overview of the diﬀerent ﬂuorinated surfactants synthesized and their properties.
Rg is the radius of gyration, α′ is the inverse packing parameter and ρ the packing density at
the water-air interface.
HFE-7100. To separate the surfactant from unreacted PEG, we centrifuge the product at 3000
g and 3°C for 15 min (Mega Star, 1.6R, VWR) and removed the top layer. This washing step is
repeated three times before the surfactant is dried using a rotary evaporator (Hei-VAP, Heidolph,
Germany) and a freeze dryer (FreeZone 2.5, Labconco, USA).
2.2 Characterization of Surfactants
2.2.1 Structure of Krytox
To characterize the surfactant we measure Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization (MALDI-
TOF) (MALDI-TOF AutoFlex speed (Bruker)) of Krytox 157 FSH, as shown in Figure 2.2. Since
the Krytox could not be ionized easily, only parts of the polymer could be detected, and it was
not possible to determine the exact molecular weight of the Krytox. The pattern of the detected
signal corresponded to the repeat unit of the perﬂuoro polyether. The MALDI experiments were
performed by Dr. Bjoern Schulte.
Figure 2.2: (a) Overview and (b) zoom in MALDI spectra of Krytox 157 FSH. The repeating
pattern corresponds to the repeat unit of Krytox molecule with a molecular weight of 166 g/mol.
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2.2.2 Infrared Spectroscopy
The surfactants are analyzed using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (Nicolet 6700, Ther-
moFisher Scientiﬁc, USA), as shown in Figure 2.3. The peak at 1775 cm-1 results from the
-COOH of the Krytox. [118,129,130] Upon coupling of FSH to Jeﬀamine600 a peak at 1700 cm-1
appears, as shown in Figure 2.3. We assign this peak to the (C=O) bond of the amide, which
is formed during the coupling reaction of the acid chloride end group of the Krytox FSH 157
and the amine end group of the hydrophilic block. [129,131] We observe the same changes upon
coupling FSH to the other hydrophilic blocks, as shown in Figures A.1-A.8 in the appendices on
page 94. Others observe the newly formed peak at around 1720 cm-1. [112,118,132]
Figure 2.3: The absorption (Abs) is shown as a function of the wavenumber (ν) for the
ﬂuorinated block FSH ( ), Jeﬀamine 600 ( ) and the FSH2-Jeﬀamine600 ( ). The small peak
appearing at 1700 cm-1, indicated with a red arrow in the inset, is assigned to the amide bond
that indicates successful coupling of the Jeﬀamine and FSH blocks.
2.2.3 Pendant Drop
Additionally, the surfactants are analyzed by measuring the interfacial tension with the pendant
drop method using a drop shape analyzer (Krüss, DSA30, Germany). A drop of oil containing
ﬂuorinated surfactant is formed in a water bath, as shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Image of a ﬂuorinated oil drop in water used to deduce the interfacial tension with
the pendant drop setup.
First, the diameter of the drop is enlarged to a maximum such that the drop does not fall
from the needle. Once the injection volume is known, the interfacial tension is measured at
1 s intervals. It initially decreased until it reached the plateau value which we report. Each
measurement is repeated at least three times to determine the average value and its standard
deviation. For the interfacial tension of pure HFE-7500 in water, we measure ∼ 50 mN/m.
At a concentration of 5 mM of the diﬀerent surfactants, a concentration that exceeds the cmc
of surfactants in HFE-7500, the interfacial tension values are between 2.6 - 23.1 mN/m, as
summarized in table 2.1 on page 28.
2.3 PDMS Microﬂuidic Device Fabrication
We fabricate our microﬂuidic devices from poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS) (Dow Corning, USA)
using soft lithography. [39] A schematic of the fabrication of the microﬂuidic device is shown in
Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: Schematic illustration of the fabrication of a microﬂuidic device.
The desired channel layout is drawn in AutoCAD (AutoCAD 2017) and printed with a high
resolution onto a photomask (25400 dots per inch, dpi) (OutputCity, USA). In a ﬁrst step, the
negative photoresist SU-8 (Series 3000,Microchem, USA) is spin coated onto a silicon wafer with
a well-deﬁned thickness. The wafer containing the photoresist is pre-baked on a hotplate at
95°C. The photomask is placed onto the wafer and exposed to UV-light. The exposed areas are
cross-linked because UV light can pass through the photomask and locally initiate a polymer-
ization reaction. After exposure to UV light, the wafer is post-baked on a hotplate at 95°C. For
double emulsion device, additional layers are spin coated onto the wafer. In this step, it is crucial
to align the photomask correctly before the second layer is exposed to UV light. Next, the pho-
toresist which was not cross-linked can be removed by dissolving it in propylene glycol methyl
ether acetate (PGMEA, Sigma-Aldrich). The wafer containing the desired pattern is called the
master. To facilitate the removal of PDMS, we render the surface of the wafer ﬂuorophilic.
Therefore, we treat it with a solution of 2 wt% of trichloro(1H,1H,2H,2H-perﬂuorooctyl)silane
(Sigma-Aldrich, USA) dissolved in HFE-7500 for 2 minutes. Uncured PDMS and a cross-linker
(Sylgard 184 silicone elastomer kit, Dow Corning) are mixed in a 10:1 ratio, and poured onto the
wafer. The wafer containing the PDMS and cross-linker was degassed for several minutes and
placed in an oven at 70°C overnight. Under heat, the PDMS cross-links and can be peeled oﬀ
the wafer, now containing the structure of the surface of the PDMS. Holes to connect the tubing
from the syringe pumps are punched into the PDMS using a 1 mm hole puncher. In the last
step, the PDMS can be activated in an oxygen plasma and bonded to a glass slide or another
PDMS piece, resulting in a microﬂuidic device.
To produce double emulsions, the device consists of two PDMS pieces bonded together. The
double emulsion device contains two junctions, where ﬁrst the inner and the middle phases co-
ﬂow and the second where the double emulsions are formed. To facilitate drop formation at the
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second junction, it is 3D. At this junction, the outer phase shears oﬀ the double emulsion from
all four sides. A proﬁlometer image of the two PDMS pieces that form the double emulsion
device is shown in Figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6: Proﬁlometer image of the two PDMS pieces that will be bonded together to
form the double emulsion device. The arrow in the image indicates the ﬁrst 2D and second 3D
junction.
2.4 Production of Emulsion Drops
2.4.1 Surface Treatment of Devices
To form drops in microﬂuidic devices, channels must be non-wetting to the inner phase. To
form aqueous drops in a ﬂuorinated oil, the channel walls are made ﬂuorophilic by injecting
an HFE-7500-based solution containing 2 wt% of trichloro(1H,1H,2H,2H-perﬂuorooctyl)silane
(Sigma-Aldrich, USA) for 10 min.
To produce double emulsions, the diﬀerent parts of the main channel of the microﬂuidic
device must be surface treated diﬀerently. First, the PDMS device is activated with 1M NaOH
solution that is kept in the channels for 10 min before it is removed with compressed air. To
render the main channel downstream the 3D junction hydrophilic, we treat it with an aqueous
solution containing 2 wt% polydiallyldimethylammonium chloride (Sigma-Aldrich, USA). To
render the injection channels ﬂuorophilic, we treat them with an HFE-based solution containing
2 vol.% of trichloro(1H,1H,2H,2H-perﬂuorooctyl)silane (Sigma-Aldrich, USA). The solutions are
kept in the channels for 30 min before the channels were dried with compressed air.
2.4.2 Production of Single Emulsion Drops
For the production of single emulsion drops, liquids are injected with syringe pumps (Cronus
Sigma 1000, Labhut, UK). Aqueous drops are produced using a ﬂow focusing PDMS-based
microﬂuidic devices, as described in section 2.3.
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2.4.3 Production of Double Emulsion Drops
For the production of double emulsion drops, liquids are injected with syringe pumps (Cronus
Sigma 1000, Labhut, UK). Typically the outer phase is injected at ∼6000 μL/h, the middle
phase at ∼1300 μL/h, and the inner phase at ∼1200 μL/h. The inner phase often contains 15%
PEG 6000 (Carl Roth, Germany), to increase the viscosity and facilitate the formation of the
double emulsion. To study the leakage of a dye, it is added to the inner phase. The middle
phase is composed of HFE-7500 containing diﬀerent concentrations of a surfactant. The outer
aqueous phase is composed of water containing 10 wt% polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) 13000-18000
g/mol (Sigma-Aldrich, USA), which helps stabilize the double emulsions. The osmolarity of the
two aqueous phases is measured using an osmometer (Advanced Instruments, Fiske 210) and
matched by adding D(+)-Saccharose.
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Chapter 3
Inﬂuence of Fluorinated Surfactant
Composition on the Stability of
Emulsion Drops
Gianluca Etienne, Michael Kessler and Esther Amstad
In this chapter, we explain how the composition of ﬂuorinated surfactants aﬀects the stability
of single emulsion drops. We compare diblock to triblock copolymer surfactants and in addition
we study how a change in the molecular weight of the hydrophilic block aﬀects mechanical and
temperature stability. Finally, we provide guidelines for the selection of optimized surfactants
as a function of the composition of the inner and outer phase.
This chapter is adapted from the paper entitled "Inﬂuence of Fluorinated Surfactant
Composition on the Stability of Emulsion Drops", authored by Gianluca Etienne, Michael
Kessler and Esther Amstad, published in Macromolecular Chemistry and Physics, in 2017, vol-
ume 218 [1].
Gianluca Etienne performed all the experiments and Michael Kessler helped with repeats of
the experiments to get statistics.
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3.1 Abstract
Aqueous drops of a well-deﬁned size are often used as small containers for conducting chemical
and biochemical reactions, cell assays and as templates to produce microparticles. To prevent
their coalescence, they must be stabilized, for example, using surfactants. The ability of diﬀerent
nonionic diblock and triblock copolymer surfactants to stabilize water drops that are dispersed
in ﬂuorinated oils is compared. In particular, the inﬂuence of the length of their hydrophilic
poly(ethyleneglycol) block on the drop stability is studied. The stability of drops coated with
triblock copolymers inversely scales with the interfacial tension, whereas that of drops coated
with diblock copolymers scales with their packing density. Surfactants whose ratio of the radii
of gyration of PEG to the hydrophobic block (FSH) is between 0.54 and 0.67 impart the best
stability to aqueous drops containing low salt concentrations. By contrast, surfactants whose
ratio of the radii of gyration is between 0.34 and 0.37 impart the best stability to aqueous drops
containing high salt concentrations. Hence, the choice of the best surfactant strongly depends
on the composition of the ﬂuids.
3.2 Introduction
Aqueous drops are often used as pico- or even femtoliter sized vessels for conducting chem-
ical reactions, [133] polymerase chain reactions (PCRs), [134] manipulating genes, [99, 135]
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cells, [69, 75, 136, 137] viruses, [138–141] or small organisms, [75] and as templates for the pro-
duction of microparticles of well-deﬁned size and composition. [133] Drops can be stabilized
with commercially available poly(perﬂuoropropylene glycol)-carboxylates; however, the charged
carboxy group can interact with biomacromolecules, risking a change in their conformation
and therefore a loss in their function. [77] To overcome this limitation, perﬂuorinated polyether
blocks have been covalently linked to uncharged hydrophilic blocks, such as poly(ethylene glycol)
(PEG) [83] or poly(methyl glycerol). [111] The resulting block copolymers impart good stability
to aqueous drops at room temperature. However, the stability of drops coated with this surfac-
tant is signiﬁcantly lower if kept at elevated temperatures. As a result, in many cases, drops
coalesce at elevated temperatures even though, under certain conditions, some drops remain
intact. The reduced drop stability at elevated temperatures can be assigned to the decrease in
the solubility of PEG with increasing temperature, which leads to a change in its conformation
that negatively aﬀects the surfactant quality. [142, 143] This is inconvenient because common
applications, such as PCR, [143] or in some cases the conversion of drops into particles [144]
require heating drops to elevated temperatures. Moreover, in many cases, this surfactant fails
to stabilize drops containing high salt concentrations because the solubility of PEG also de-
creases with increasing salt concentrations. [143] This is inconvenient because salts are required
for experiments conducted under physiologic conditions, making the use of these drops for many
biological applications diﬃcult. To improve the stability of drops subjected to these demanding
conditions, more eﬃcient surfactants must be developed. The eﬃciency of nonionic amphiphilic
block copolymer surfactants to stabilize aqueous drops in hydrocarbon-based oils has been shown
to depend on the length of the PEG block. [83] Whether similar principles also apply for ﬂuori-
nated surfactants remains to be determined. A better understanding of this correlation would
facilitate the choice of an appropriate surfactant and enable tuning the drop stability to the
requirements of the speciﬁc application.
In this chapter, we describe the inﬂuence of the length of the PEG block of nonionic diblock
and triblock copolymer surfactants on their ability to stabilize aqueous drops in ﬂuorinated
oils. Surfactants whose ratio of radii of gyration of the PEG to the hydrophobic block (FSH)
is between 0.54 and 0.67 impart the highest stability to drops containing no salt. By contrast,
surfactants whose ratio of radii of gyration of PEG to the hydrophobic block is between 0.34 and
0.37 impart the highest stability to salt-containing drops. Remarkably, drop stability cannot
unequivocally be related to the interfacial tension or surfactant packing density: While the
stability of drops coated with triblock copolymers increases with decreasing interfacial tension,
that of drops coated with diblock copolymers increases with increasing packing density. Thus,
the choice of the surfactant that results in the highest drop stability strongly depends on the
exact composition of the ﬂuids.
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3.3 Experimental Section
3.3.1 Surfactant Synthesis
Details to the surfactant synthesis are shown in section 2.1 on page 26. To determine if the
coupling was successful, we measure FTIR as described in section 2.2.2.
3.3.2 Interfacial Tension Measurements
The interfacial tension is quantiﬁed using the pendant drop method as described in section
2.2.3 on page 29. A drop composed of ﬂuorinated oil Novec HFE-7500 (3M, USA) containing
1 wt% of surfactant is formed in Millipore water (Synergy, Merck Millipore, Germany) that
optionally contains 150 × 10-3 M or 1 M NaCl (Sigma-Aldrich, USA).
3.3.3 Packing Density Measurements
The mean molecular area of the surfactants adsorbed on the air-water interface is determined
with a Langmuir trough (KN2002, KSV Nima, Biolin Scientiﬁc, Finland). We approximate it
to be similar to that at the oil-water interface. We employ Millipore water, water containing
150 × 10-3 M and 1 M NaCl as liquids. To measure the surface pressure, we use a platinum
Wilhelmy plate. To test if the trough and the Wilhelmy plate are clean, it was made sure the
surface pressure stays below 0.3 mN/m when closing the barriers without adding any surfactant.
0.1 wt% of the surfactant is dissolved in Novec HFE-7100 and 50 μL of this solution is slowly
added to the water–air interface. To ensure all the HFE-7100 is evaporated and the surfactants
attained their equilibrium conformation, we wait for 8 h if pure water was used, for 3 h if water
containing 150 × 10-3 M NaCl, and for 1 h if water containing 1 M NaCl before the experiments
are performed by closing the barriers at a speed of 5 mm/min. The area where the slope of the
surface pressure against the mean molecular area clearly decreasing for the ﬁrst time is assigned
to the minimum area the surfactant occupies without external pressure, Am, and this value is
used to calculate the surfactant packing density, ρ = A−1m .
3.3.4 Production of Drops
Aqueous drops are produced using PDMS-based microﬂuidic devices, as described in section
2.3. They are dispersed in HFE-7500 or FC-40 (3M, USA) containing 1 wt% of surfactant.
Drops are composed of pure water (MilliQ, Merck, Germany), water containing 20 wt% PEG
6000 g/mol (Rotipuran, Carl Roth, Germany), water containing 150 × 10-3 M NaCl, 1 M NaCl,
or a mixture of 1 M NaCl and 20 wt% PEG.
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3.3.5 Mechanical Stability of Emulsion Drops
To test the mechanical stability of drops, 30 μL of densely packed drops dispersed in HFE-7500
are added into a 1 mL Eppendorf tube (VWR, USA). The samples are accelerated for 1 min at
room temperature using a centrifuge (VWR microstar 12, Labogene, Denmark) and the drop
integrity is monitored using optical microscopy. If some of the drops retain their integrity, the
acceleration is repetitively increased by 50 g up to a total acceleration of 250 g. If drops still
retain their integrity, the acceleration is further increased in steps of 1000 g until all the drops
coalesce. The acceleration at which all the drops coalesced is reported, because this transition is
easier to quantify than the acceleration where the ﬁrst drops start to coalesce. Each measurement
is repeated at least three times, each time using a diﬀerent batch of drops to calculate an average
and standard deviation.
3.3.6 Temperature Stability of Emulsion Drops
To test the temperature stability of drops, 30 μL of densely packed drops dispersed in HFE-
7500 are added into a 1 mL Eppendorf tube (VWR, USA) and the sample are incubated at
30 °C for 10 min (Thermal Shake Touch, VWR, Denmark). The drop integrity is monitored
using optical microscopy. If some drops remain intact, the temperature is increased by 5 °C and
drops are incubated at this increased temperature for 10 min. This procedure is repeated until
all drops coalesced and this temperature is reported. To obtain statistics, each data point is
measured at least three times, each time using a diﬀerent batch of drops.
3.4 Results and Discussion
To test the inﬂuence of the surfactant composition on the drop stability, we produce aqueous
drops with a diameter of 160 μm, using PDMS-based microﬂuidic ﬂow-focusing devices, [83] as
shown in Figure 3.1a. We use ﬂuorinated oil, HFE-7500, containing 1 wt% surfactant as an outer
phase and water containing 20 wt% of PEG6000 as an inner phase; PEG is added to the inner
phase to increase its viscosity, thereby facilitating drop formation. To quantify the mechanical
stability of drops, we centrifuge them and measure the minimum acceleration that causes all
drops to coalesce within 1 min. To quantify the thermal stability of drops, we heat them and
measure the minimum temperature where all drops coalesce within 10 min.
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Figure 3.1: (a) Microscope image of water in oil emulsion drops made by a microﬂuidic ﬂow-
focusing device. (b) Overview and (c,d) close-up schematic illustrations of water drops dispersed
in oil stabilized by (c) triblock and (d) diblock copolymer surfactants.
3.4.1 Triblock Copolymer Surfactants
Inﬂuence of the PEG Length on Drop Stability
To test if the stability of drops coated with ﬂuorinated block copolymer surfactants depends
on the PEG block length, we synthesize two diﬀerent triblock copolymers. Each of them contains
two ﬂuorinated blocks (FSH2) that are separated by a hydrophilic PEG block, FSH2-PEG, as
shown schematically in Figure 2.1 on page 27. One surfactant contains a PEG with a molecular
weight of 310 g/mol, the other one with a molecular weight of 594 g/mol, as summarized in
Table 2.1 on page 28. The second surfactant closely resembles FSH2-PEG600, the surfactant,
which has been reported to stabilize aqueous drops in ﬂuorinated oils eﬃciently. [83] Indeed,
this surfactant imparts a higher stability to drops than FSH2-PEG310, as shown in Figure 3.2a,
suggesting that drop stability increases with increasing PEG molecular weight. To test if we can
increase drop stability even more by increasing the PEG length, we synthesize FSH2-PEG5000.
Unfortunately, the solubility of this surfactant in HFE-7500 is so low that it precipitates if
dispersed at 1 wt% in HFE-7500 at room temperature, resulting in very low drop stability.
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To vary the PEG length over a wider range, we exchange the PEG block with Jeﬀamine,
which is composed of a linear PEG whose two ends are covalently linked to two polypropylene
oxide (PPO) blocks, as shown in Figure 2.1 on page 27. Jeﬀamine is contained in many of the
ﬂuorinated block copolymer surfactants used to stabilize aqueous drops. [130,145,146] To test the
inﬂuence of the PPO blocks on the drop stability, we synthesize a triblock copolymer surfactant
with a Jeﬀamine whose molecular weight is 640 g/mol; this Jeﬀamine contains a 400 g/mol-sized
PEG block. Drops coated with this surfactant display a lower stability than those coated with
FSH2-PEG600, as shown in Figure 3.2a. This result suggests that the volume ratio of PEG to
FSH must be optimized to achieve maximum drop stability. To test this suggestion, we synthesize
a surfactant containing Jeﬀamine900 that encompasses a PEG block with a molecular weight of
550 g/mol, which is very similar to the PEG contained in FSH2-PEG600. Indeed, drops coated
with this surfactant also display a very high stability; these drops do not coalesce if accelerated
up to 11 400 g, which is the highest acceleration our centrifuge can be operated at, as shown in
Figure 3.2a. To test the inﬂuence of the PEG length on the drop stability over a wider range,
we synthesize surfactants with longer PEG blocks. Drops coated with these surfactants display
an inferior stability, as shown in Figure 3.2a, indicating that there is an optimum PEG length
for triblock surfactants, where they stabilize drops most eﬃciently.
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Figure 3.2: Stability of drops coated with surfactants containing PEG blocks with diﬀerent
molecular weights if (a,c) accelerated and (b,d) stored at elevated temperatures. Aqueous drops
containing (a,b) 20 wt% PEG6000 and (c,d) 1 M NaCl (ﬁlled symbols) or 150 × 10-3 M NaCl
(empty symbols) are stabilized with triblock ( ) and diblock ( ) copolymers. Drops that did
not coalesce at 11 400 g, the maximum achievable acceleration, are indicated with the triangles
pointing down ( ).
Drop Stability at Elevated Temperatures
Many biological applications require drops to be stable at elevated temperatures. To test if
good mechanical drop stability translates into good temperature stability, we visualize drops
after they have been stored at diﬀerent temperatures for 10 min using optical microscopy. Drops
stabilized with FSH2-Jeﬀamine900 display the highest stability if stored at elevated tempera-
tures: They only coalesce when stored for 10 min at 62 °C or above, as shown in Figure 3.2b.
By contrast, drops stabilized with FSH2-600 and FSH2-Jeﬀamine600 only remain intact up to
50 °C and those stabilized with all the other tested surfactants already coalesce at 40 °C or
below. These results indicate that drops that display a high mechanical stability also display
a high-temperature stability. Moreover, the PPO blocks contained in Jeﬀamine900 positively
aﬀect drop stability if the volume ratio of PEG to FSH is optimized.
To relate the optimum hydrophilic block length to the length of the entire surfactant, we
compute the ratio of the radius of gyration of PEG, Rg(PEG), to that of the hydrophobic
block, Rg(FSH), assuming both blocks are dispersed in theta solvents using equation 3.1.
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< Rg >
2=
< r >2
6
=
(N × a2 × 1+cos(θ)1−cos(θ))2
6
(3.1)
Here, N is the number of repeat units (see Table 2.1, page 28), a the length of a repeat unit
and θ the angle between the C-C bond, which we take as 109.5°. We calculate a as follows:
a = 0.154nm× sin(54.75) + 2× 0.143nm× sin(54.75) = 0.359nm (3.2)
We use this ratio instead of the hydrophilic–lipophilic balance (HLB) value because HLB
values are measures for the weight percentage of the hydrophilic block in relation to the total
molecular weight of the surfactant. Because the molecular weight of a ﬂuorinated block is much
higher than that of a hydrocarbon-based block with a similar number of carbon atoms, the HLB
value will be much lower than that of hydrocarbon-containing surfactants with similar volume
ratios. We ﬁnd that triblock surfactants with a ratio Rg(PEG)/Rg(FSH) of 0.56 impart the
best stability to drops, as shown in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: Inﬂuence of the ratio of the radii of gyration, Rg, of PEG to FSH on the stability
of aqueous drops containing 20% PEG coated with diblock ( ) and triblock ( ) copolymers. (a)
The mechanical stability of drops coated with diﬀerent surfactants, measured at the maximum
acceleration, a, drops can sustain. Drops that did not coalesce at the maximum acceleration we
could achieve are represented by triangles that point down ( ). (b) Temperature, T , when all
drops coalesced as a function of the ratio of the radii of gyration of PEG to FSH.
Inﬂuence of Fluid Viscosity on Drop Stability
If drops are employed as vessels to conduct polymerase chain reactions (PCR) or for cell
encapsulation, they often contain no or low concentrations of polymers. In these cases, the
viscosity of the aqueous phase is lower than what we studied so far. To investigate the inﬂuence
of the viscosity of the inner phase on the drop stability, we produce aqueous drops that do not
contain any free PEG or any other additives. Pure aqueous drops, whose viscosity is three times
lower than that of drops containing 20 wt% PEG, also display the highest stability if coated
with FSH2-Jeﬀamine900, as shown in Figure 3.4. This suggests that the viscosity of the inner
phase does not strongly inﬂuence drops stability.
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Figure 3.4: The stability of aqueous drops not containing any free PEG or salt, coated with
triblock ( ) or diblock ( ) surfactants if (a) accelerated and (b) stored at elevated temperatures
as a function of the PEG molecular weight. Drops coated with triblock copolymer surfactants
that did not coalesce at the maximum speed our centrifuge could achieve are indicated with
triangles that point down ( ).
Indeed, the stabilities for pure aqueous drops coated with any of the tested surfactants are
very similar to those of PEG-containing drops, indicating that the viscosity of the inner phase
does not signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the drop stability. To test if the viscosity of the outer phase
aﬀects drop stability, we produce aqueous drops contained in another ﬂuorinated oil, FC-40
(3M, USA), as schematically shown in Figure 3.5, whose viscosity is almost three times higher
than that of HFE-7500.
Figure 3.5: Chemical structure of (a) FC-40 and (b) HFE-7500.
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In this case, the emulsion drops seem to be slightly more stable, as shown in Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.6: Stability of aqueous drops dispersed in FC-40. The stability of aqueous drops
containing 20 wt% PEG, coated with triblock ( ) and diblock ( ) surfactants dispersed in FC-
40 is shown if (a) accelerated and (b) stored at elevated temperatures.
Inﬂuence of Salt on Drop Stability
Solutions that mimic physiologic conditions contain salts. Salts only weakly aﬀect the ﬂuid
viscosity, but they lower the solubility of PEG in water, [147] thereby often reducing the ef-
fectiveness of PEG-containing surfactants to stabilize emulsion drops. To test the inﬂuence of
salt on the stability of drops coated with ﬂuorinated surfactants, we produce aqueous drops
containing 150 × 10-3 M NaCl. Salt-containing drops display a much lower stability than their
salt-free counterparts: Most of them rupture at accelerations below 400 g and at temperatures
below 50 °C, as shown in Figures 3.2c and d. We expect this reduced drop stability to be a
result of reduced PEG solubility. To test if PEG further collapses if dissolved in aqueous so-
lutions containing higher salt concentrations, we produce aqueous drops containing 1 M NaCl.
Interestingly, the stability of these drops is very similar to that of drops containing 150 × 10-3 M
NaCl, as shown in Figure 3.2c. These results suggest that PEG is already strongly collapsed in
the presence of 150 × 10-3 M NaCl, such that drops are unstable. The drop stability signiﬁcantly
increases, if they contain next to 1 M NaCl also 20 wt% of free PEG6000, as shown in Figure
3.7.
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Figure 3.7: The stability of aqueous drops containing 20 wt% free PEG and 1M NaCl, coated
with triblock ( ) and diblock ( ) copolymers if (a) accelerated and (b) stored at elevated tem-
peratures as a function of the PEG molecular weight.
These results indicate that free PEG reduces the collapse of the PEG contained in the
surfactants and therefore increases the stability of salt-containing drops. Nevertheless, their
stability is much lower than that of salt-free drops. Remarkably, drops containing high salt
concentrations display the best temperature stability if coated with the surfactant that has the
shortest PEG block we tested, as shown in Figure 3.2. These results indicate that the optimum
ratio of the radii of gyration of PEG to FSH depends on the conformation of the blocks.
Inﬂuence of Salt on the Interfacial Tension
Salts reduce the stability of drops coated with any of the tested triblock copolymer surfactants.
However, the extent to which they reduce drop stability depends on the composition of the
surfactant. To understand the reason for the diﬀerent behaviors of surfactants in the presence
of salts, we quantify the interfacial tension between aqueous drops containing 1 M NaCl and
HFE-7500 in the presence of the diﬀerent surfactants. The tension of interfaces coated with
FSH2-Jeﬀamine2000 decreases by 61% if salt is added, as a comparison between Figure 3.9 and
Figure 3.8 reveals. By contrast, the tension of water-HFE-7500 interfaces coated with FSH2-
Jeﬀamine900 remains nearly the same upon salt addition. This could indicate that the changes
in the conformation of PEG upon salt addition depend on its length. However, this hypothesis
needs to be further investigated.
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Figure 3.8: Interfacial tension, γ, between HFE-7500 and water containing (a) 1M NaCl (ﬁlled
symbols) and (b) 150 mM NaCl (empty symbols) in the presence of triblock ( ) and diblock ( )
copolymers.
Inﬂuence of the PEG Length on the Interfacial Tension
To investigate the reason for the diﬀerent stabilities of drops coated with diﬀerent surfactants,
we quantify the tension of water-HFE-7500 interfaces, γ, in the presence of the diﬀerent triblock
copolymer surfactants. Emulsion drops tend to coalesce to reduce the interfacial area, A, and
thereby the interfacial energy Eγ = γ × A. Because Eγ scales with γ, the drop stability often
scales with γ. [148, 149] To test if this is also the case for the surfactants investigated here, we
measure γ as a function of the PEG molecular weight of the diﬀerent surfactants, as shown in
Figure 3.9a.
Figure 3.9: Inﬂuence of the PEG molecular weight on the interfacial tension, γ, and the sur-
factant packing density, ρ. (a) The interfacial tensions between HFE-7500 and drops composed
of pure water stabilized with triblock ( ) and diblock ( ) surfactants are shown as a function of
the molecular weight of PEG contained in the surfactants. (b) Packing densities of triblock ( )
and diblock ( ) surfactants at the interface of water without any salt with air (ﬁlled symbols)
and that of water containing 150 × 10-3 M NaCl ( ) and 1 M NaCl ( ) with air are shown as a
function of the PEG molecular weight. As a reference, we include the packing density of pure
Krytox FSH, at the interface of air with pure water ( ), water containing 150 × 10-3 M NaCl
( ), and 1 M NaCl ( )
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The interfacial tension decreases with increasing PEG molecular weight until it reaches a
minimum of 4.3 mN/m for surfactants comprising Jeﬀamine900, which contains PEG with a
molecular weigh of 550 g/mol. If the PEG molecular weight is further increased, the interfacial
tension strongly increases, as shown in Figure 3.9a. Remarkably, γ is two times lower if interfaces
are coated with FSH2-Jeﬀamine900 than if they are coated with FSH2-PEG600, even though
these two surfactants have the same PEG length and hence the same ratio of the radii of gyration
of PEG to FSH. These results indicate that the PPO blocks contribute to the reduction of the
interfacial tension. The minimum tension of interfaces coated with Jeﬀamine900 correlates well
with the highest stability measured for drops coated with this surfactant, as shown in Figure 3.10.
Indeed, the stability of salt-free drops coated with triblock copolymers scales with interfacial
tension, as shown in Figure 3.10.
Figure 3.10: Interfacial tension, γ, of diblock ( ) and triblock ( ) copolymer surfactants as
a function of (a) the mechanical and (b) temperature stability of drops. Drops that did not
coalesce at the maximum acceleration we could achieve are represented by triangles that point
down ( ).
Inﬂuence of the PEG Length on Surfactant Packing Density
The interfacial tension is usually thought to scale with the surfactant packing density. [15] To
test if this correlation also holds for the triblock copolymers investigated here, we quantify the
surfactant packing density at the water–air interface using a Langmuir trough. We assume the
surfactant packing density at the water–air interface to be similar to that at the water–HFE-
7500 interface if the PEG is the packing density-limiting block. By contrast, if FSH is the
packing density-limiting block at the water–air, we do not expect to see any inﬂuence of the
PEG molecular weight on the surfactant packing density. In this case, we cannot correlate the
surfactant packing density measured with the Langmuir trough to that at the water–HFE-7500
interface. By measuring the packing density as a function of the PEG molecular weight, we
should be able to distinguish these two cases clearly. We measure the surface pressure as a
function of the area occupied by a surfactant molecule and convert it into a packing density,
assuming the surface pressure scales with the surfactant packing density. The surface pressure
increases with increasing surfactant packing density until it reaches a plateau. Upon further
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compression, the surface pressure usually rapidly decreases, which is assigned to a collapse of
the monolayer. [150] However, in our case, the surface pressure remains almost constant, as
shown in Figure 3.11.
Figure 3.11: Surface pressure, Π, of FSH2-Jeﬀamine900, adsorbed at the water-air interface
as a function of the mean molecular area, A, measured with a Langmuir trough. To determine
the minimum area occupied by a block-copolymer, we extrapolate the plateau value and the
ﬁnal part of the curve where the monolayer is still compressed, as indicated by the black lines.
We take the value of the area of the intersection point as the minimum area occupied by a
block-copolymer.
This could indicate that at this pressure, some of the surfactants form water-soluble aggre-
gates, that can diﬀuse into the bulk water. We approximate the molecular area at the onset of
this plateau as the minimum area a surfactant occupies at the water–air interface and use this
value to calculate the maximum packing density. The packing density of triblock copolymers
at the water–air interface is independent of the PEG molecular weight, as shown by the red
triangles in Figure 3.9b. These results indicate that the collapsed FSH blocks are limiting the
packing density. Hence, for triblock copolymers, the correlation between interfacial tension and
surfactant packing density at the water–HFE-7500 interface remains unclear.
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3.4.2 Diblock Copolymer Surfactants
Inﬂuence of PEG Length on Drop Stability
The surfactant packing density at liquid–liquid interfaces is usually higher for diblock than
triblock copolymers, [151] as schematically illustrated in Figures 3.1c and d. To test, if we
can increase drop stability by increasing the surfactant packing density, we synthesize diblock
copolymers composed of an FSH block covalently linked to a hydrophilic block and vary the PEG
molecular weight between 40 g/mol and 840 g/mol. From all the tested diblock copolymers, FSH-
Jeﬀamine 1000, which has a PEG molecular weight of 840 g/mol, imparts the highest stability
to drops, as shown in Figure 3.2. Interestingly, this surfactant has a ratio of the radii of gyration
of PEG to FSH of 0.67, a value that is very similar to the optimum value determined for triblock
copolymers. However, the stability of drops coated with diblock copolymer surfactants is in all
cases inferior to that of drops coated with triblock copolymer counterparts that have a similar
PEG length, as shown in Figure 3.2.
Inﬂuence of PEG Length on Interfacial Tension
To investigate the reason for the lower stability of drops coated with diblock copolymers we
quantify the water-HFE-7500 interfacial tension using pendant drop measurements. Diblock
copolymers lower the interfacial tension to a smaller extent than triblock copolymers with a
similar PEG molecular weight, as shown in Figure 3.9. This might be a contributing reason
for the lower stability of drops coated with diblock surfactants. Interestingly, the stability of
drops coated with diblock surfactants does not scale with the interfacial tension, as shown in
Figure 3.10. This is in strong contrast to the commonly assumed direct correlation between the
interfacial tension and drop stability. This result indicates that there is another parameter that
more strongly inﬂuences the stability of drops coated with diblock copolymers.
Inﬂuence of the PEG Length on Surfactant Packing Density
Block copolymer surfactants self-assemble at liquid–liquid interfaces of drops, thereby impart-
ing a steric stabilization layer to them. The thickness of this steric stabilization layer scales with
the surfactant packing density. [152] Hence, we would expect the drop stability to scale with the
surfactant packing density. To test this expectation, we quantify the packing density of diblock
copolymers at the water–air interface. For diblock copolymers, the surfactant packing density at
the water–air interface increases with decreasing PEG molecular weight and reaches the lowest
value for FSH-Jeﬀamine600, which contains the shortest PEG we tested; this surfactant contains
only a single ethylene glycol repeat unit, whose molecular weight is 44 g/mol. Indeed, the pack-
ing density of FSH-Jeﬀamine600 is very similar to that of pure FSH, as shown in Figure 3.9b.
These results indicate that for diblock copolymers containing more than one ethylene glycol unit,
PEG is the packing density limiting block. Thus, we expect the packing density of these diblock
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copolymers at the water–HFE-7500 interface to be similar to that measured at the water–air
interface. Interestingly, the stability of drops coated with diblock copolymers increases with
increasing surfactant packing density, as shown in Figure 3.12. These results indicate that for
these diblock copolymer surfactants, a high surfactant packing density is more important than
a low interfacial tension for obtaining good drop stability.
Figure 3.12: The stability of drops coated with diblock surfactants if (a) accelerated, a, and
(b) subjected to elevated temperatures, T as a function of the surfactant packing density, ρ.
Inﬂuence of Salt on Drop Stability
To test the inﬂuence of salts on the stability of drops coated with diblock copolymers, we
produce aqueous drops containing 150 × 10-3 M NaCl. Also in this case, salts strongly reduce the
drop stability, as shown by the empty symbols in Figures 3.2c and d. The drop stability remains
nearly unchanged if the salt concentration is increased to 1 M, by analogy to the stability of
drops coated with triblock copolymers. The correlation of the drop stability with the dispersant
packing density, observed for salt-free drops, also holds for drops containing 1 M NaCl, as shown
in Figure 3.13. These results indicate that salt-containing drops are most eﬃciently stabilized
with surfactants that pack most densely.
Figure 3.13: (a) The maximum acceleration drops containing 1 M NaCl can sustain and (b)
the maximum temperature they can sustain is shown as a function of the surfactant packing
density, ρ.
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3.5 Conclusion
We study the inﬂuence of the PEG molecular weight of nonionic diblock and triblock copolymer
surfactants on their ability to stabilize aqueous drops in ﬂuorinated oils. The stability of drops
coated with triblock copolymers scales inversely with the interfacial tension whereas that of
drops coated with diblock copolymers scales with the surfactant packing density. The stability
of aqueous, salt-free drops is highest if coated with the triblock copolymer FSH2-Jeﬀamine900,
whose ratio Rg(PEG)/Rg(FSH) is 0.56; this surfactant lowers the water–HFE-7500 interfacial
tension most. By contrast, the stability of salt-containing drops is highest if coated with the
diblock copolymer FSH-Jeﬀamine2000, the surfactant that packs most densely. These results
indicate that the choice of the most appropriate surfactant depends on the exact composition of
the ﬂuids. Our results provide guidelines for the synthesis of new surfactants that impart good
stability to drops if subjected to demanding conditions.
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Cross-talk between emulsion drops:
How are hydrophilic reagents
transported across oil phases?
Gianluca Etienne, Antoine Vian, Marjan Biočanin, Bart De-
plancke, Esther Amstad
In this chapter, we investigate the mechanism underlying the transport of hydrophilic reagents
across the shell of w/o/w double emulsions. We ﬁnd that small aqueous drops spontaneously
form in the oil phase. These drops act as transport vehicles for encapsulants, and thereby
strongly increase the permeability of these double emulsions. We demonstrate diﬀerent methods
to reduce the leakage.
This chapter is adapted from the paper entitled "Cross-talk between emulsion drops:
How are hydrophilic reagents transported across oil phases?", authored by Gianluca
Etienne, Antoine Vian, Marjan Biočanin, Bart Deplancke, Esther Amstad, published in Lab on
a Chip 2018, [2].
Gianluca Etienne performed all the experiments, except for the fabrication of the aspiration
device and leakage studies of the double emulsions with thin shells which were performed by
Antoine Vian. The DNA and Plasmid reagents were provided by Marjan Biočanin and Bart
Deplancke.
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4.1 Abstract
Emulsion drops are frequently used as vessels, for example, to conduct biochemical reactions
in small volumes or to perform screening assays at high throughputs while consuming minimal
sample volumes. These applications typically require drops that do not allow an exchange of
reagents such that no cross-contamination occurs. Unfortunately, in many cases, reagents are
exchanged between emulsion drops even if they have a low solubility in the surrounding phase,
resulting in cross-contamination. Here, we investigate the mechanism by which hydrophilic
reagents are transported across an oil phase using water-oil-water double emulsion drops as
a model system. Remarkably, even large objects, including 11000 base pair double-stranded
circular DNA are transported across oil shells. Importantly, this reagent transport, that is to
a large extent caused by aqueous drops that spontaneously form at the water-oil interface, is
not limited to double emulsions but also occurs between single emulsion drops. We demonstrate
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that the uncontrolled reagent transport can be decreased by at least an order of magnitude if
appropriate surfactants that lower the interfacial tension only moderately are employed or if the
shell thickness of double emulsions is decreased to a few hundreds of nanometers.
4.2 Introduction
Emulsion drops are often used as vessels to conduct chemical, [72, 84] biochemical, [66, 153]
and biological screening assays at high throughputs. [66, 73, 84, 86–88, 154] To achieve a high
accuracy, drops must display a narrow size distribution. The throughput achieved in these
drop-based screening assays is orders of magnitude higher than that of assays performed in
bulk and therefore costs are much lower. [66] These drop-based screening assays, that allow
miniaturization and automation of biological assays, are frequently employed to characterize
cells on a single cell level, [60, 155, 156] to perform directed evolution of enzymes, [66, 68] single
cell transcriptomics, [69,70] drug screening, [63,104] or biomarker analysis. [157–159] Fluorinated
polyether surfactants impart good stability to emulsion drops if they are composed of solutions
with low salt concentrations. [1] However, they are prone to coalescence if drops are made of
solutions containing high salt concentrations, which is often the case in biological and biochemical
screening assays. In these cases, it is beneﬁcial to employ water-oil-water double emulsions
that are more stable and can be stored in an aqueous environment, facilitating their handling.
[119] Irrespective of the type of emulsion drops employed, the use of surfactants comes with an
important disadvantage: Surfactants contribute to spontaneous exchanges of reagents between
diﬀerent drops that are dispersed in perﬂuorinated [51,108,118,160–164] and hydrocarbon-based
oils. [163,165]
This cross-contamination reduces the accuracy of drop-based screening assays [118] and therefore
limits their performance and usefulness. The degree to which reagents are exchanged depends
on their composition. [131, 164, 166, 167] Cross-contamination can be reduced if the viscosity of
the oil is increased, [51] if sugar, [165] or bovine serum albumin (BSA) [163] is added to the
aqueous phase, by lowering the surfactant concentration, [160, 163] or by replacing surfactants
with nanoparticles. [11] The exact mechanism by which reagents are exchanged remains to be
determined. Reagents might be transported across the oil by aggregates or inverse micelles that
spontaneously form if surfactants self-assemble. [118,160,163] Reagents might also be transported
across the oil by aqueous drops that spontaneously form at liquid–liquid interfaces. [20,22,23,168]
A better understanding of the mechanism that causes reagent exchange between emulsion drops
would open up new possibilities to control it. This understanding might enable the design
of tight, surfactant-stabilized emulsion drops that do not suﬀer from a spontaneous reagent
exchange. This would result in a much higher accuracy of drop-based screening assays, thereby
enabling their use for many more applications than what is currently possible.
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In this chapter, we investigate the exchange of reagents across the shell of water-oil-water
double emulsions stabilized with diﬀerent amphiphilic block copolymers. Remarkably, even
reagents as large as 11000 base pair DNA strands or 100 nm diameter poly(styrene) particles
are transported across a perﬂuorinated oil phase despite their very low solubility in the oil.
Importantly, this transport is not limited to double emulsion drops but also occurs between single
emulsion drops. We ﬁnd that the transport rate of reagents across the oil phase scales inversely
with the interfacial tension. These results suggest that small aqueous drops with diameters of the
order of 100 nm spontaneously form in the oil phase and transport hydrophilic reagents across it.
Because these aqueous drops are much larger than micelles, they can also carry bigger reagents
across the shell of double emulsions. We demonstrate that the spontaneous formation of aqueous
drops can be reduced by at least an order of magnitude if appropriate surfactants are employed
or if the thickness of double emulsion shells is reduced to dimensions that are of the same order
of magnitude as the diameter of the small aqueous drops. These measures signiﬁcantly reduce
cross-contamination, thereby opening up new possibilities to use drops as vessels for example for
conducting high throughput screening assays with a signiﬁcantly increased accuracy.
4.3 Experimental Section
4.3.1 Fabrication of the Microﬂuidic Device
The microﬂuidic device is fabricated as described in section 2.3 on page 30.
4.3.2 Surfactant Synthesis
The surfactants are synthesized as described in section 2.1 on page 26.
4.3.3 Production of Double Emulsions
Water-oil-water double emulsions are produced as described in section 2.4.3 on page 33. The
inner phase is composed of water containing 15 wt% PEG with a molecular weight of 6000
g/mol (Carl Roth, Germany) and 0.1 wt% ﬂuorescein disodium salt (Carl Roth, Germany).
The middle phase is composed of HFE-7500 (0.77 cSt) containing diﬀerent concentrations of a
surfactant. The outer aqueous phase is composed of water containing 10 wt% polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA) 13000-18000 g/mol (Sigma-Aldrich, USA). The osmolarity of the two aqueous phases
are measured using an osmometer (Advanced Instruments, Fiske 210) and matched by adding
D(+)-Saccharose (Carl Roth, Germany).
To study the transport of the polystyrene beads, we add FITC-labeled polystyrene beads with a
diameter of 100 nm (Nanocs, USA) to an aqueous solution containing 15% PEG 6000 g/mol and
study the release from double emulsions. For studying the transport of DNA, we used 11000 base
pair long pSIN-TRE-GW-3HA plasmid prepared using Qiagen plasmid MIDI kit and concentrate
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at 1 μg/μL. For the leakage experiment, we stain the plasmid with the SYBR gold double strand
speciﬁc DNA intercalating dye by adjusting the ﬁnal concentration on 39X (Invitrogen 10 000X
concentrate in DMSO) and we adjust the plasmid concentration to 12 ng/μL in water and
PEG before producing double emulsions. For single-stranded DNA leakage experiments, we use
ﬂuorescein labeled 17 base pair long ssDNA (FAM) ordered from IDT (standard desalting) that
are dissolved in distilled water and PEG to 2 μM.
4.3.4 Production of Submicron Shell Double Emulsions
Double emulsions with shells whose thickness is below 1 μm are produced using the microﬂuidic
aspiration device. [169] In brief, double emulsions with diameters of 92 μm and shell thicknesses
of 8.4 μm are injected in the microﬂuidic aspiration device at 900 μL/h. Oil is withdrawn
through the shunt channels at a rate of 800 μL/h. To spatially separated double emulsions with
thin shells, an additional aqueous phase containing PVA is injected downstream the aspiration
section at 800 μL/h.
4.3.5 Leakage Measurements
To minimize the inﬂuence of PVA on the transport of encapsulants, double emulsions are
washed with an osmotically balanced aqueous solution containing sucrose to remove the PVA.
To wash the sample, 10 μL double emulsions are added to 1 ml of water, double emulsions
sediment and the supernatant is removed. This procedure is repeated three times. Double
emulsions are added into PDMS wells that have previously been ﬁlled with the aqueous washing
solution. Wells are sealed with mineral oil (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) to prevent evaporation of the
water. Fluorescent microscopy images are recorded every 10 min and analyzed using a custom-
made MATLAB code that detects the double emulsions and quantiﬁes the intensity inside each
double emulsion over time.
4.3.6 Quantiﬁcation of the cmc
The critical micelle concentration is measured with dynamic light scattering where the count
rate is quantiﬁed as a function of the surfactant concentration contained in the ﬂuorinated oil
Novec HFE-7500. In addition, the interfacial tension of aqueous drops in HFE-7500 containing
diﬀerent surfactants is quantiﬁed with a drop shape analyzer (DSA 30, Krüss, Germany).
4.3.7 Temperature Stability of Double Emulsions
To quantify the stability of double emulsions if stored at elevated temperatures, they are added
into PDMS wells that have previously been bonded to a glass slide. The double emulsions are
imaged at room temperature. The sample is subsequently heated to 95°C for 10 min using a
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hotplate. After the sample is cooled to room temperature it is again imaged to quantify the
percentage of double emulsions that remain intact during the incubation.
4.4 Results and Discussion
4.4.1 Permeability of Water-Oil-Water Double Emulsions
Water-oil-water double emulsion drops with a diameter of 90 μm and a shell thickness of 12
μm are produced in poly(dimethyl siloxane)-based microﬂuidic devices [170] that are fabricated
using soft lithography, [39] as shown in the optical micrographs in Figures 4.1a and b.
Figure 4.1: Production of water-oil-water double emulsions. (a and b) Optical microscope
images of (a) a microﬂuidic double emulsion device in operation and (b) the resulting water-oil-
water double emulsions. (c) Chemical structure of diblock (top) and triblock (bottom) copolymer
surfactants with varying lengths of the hydrophilic block, as summarized in Table 2.1 on page
28.
We employ an aqueous solution containing 15 wt% poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) 6000 g/mol
and 0.1 wt% ﬂuorescein sodium salt as an inner phase, a perﬂuorinated oil, HFE-7500, containing
block copolymer surfactants as a middle phase, and an aqueous solution with 10 wt% polyvinyl
alcohol (PVA) as an outer phase. The structure of the surfactant molecules are shown in Figure
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4.1c. PVA is required to impart stability to the double emulsions during their collection and
is subsequently removed by thoroughly washing the double emulsions with a PVA-free aqueous
solution. To prevent osmotic pressure gradients that would change the dimensions of the double
emulsions during their collection and storage, we balance the osmolarities of the two aqueous
phases using D-saccharose. To stabilize double emulsion drops, we employ diblock copolymers
composed of a perﬂuorinated block that is covalently linked to a PEG-based hydrophilic block.
Alternatively, we stabilize double emulsion drops with triblock copolymers composed of two
perﬂuorinated blocks that are interspaced by a PEG-based block, as shown schematically in
Figure 4.1c.
We systematically change the length of the hydrophilic block to vary the inverse packing
parameter (α’) of the block copolymer surfactant, deﬁned as the ratio of the cross-sections of the
hydrophilic to the hydrophobic tail,
α
′
=
v
a0 × lh (4.1)
here v is the volume of the hydrophilic chain, a0 the area of the hydrophobic group, and lh the
length of the hydrophilic block. [6] Because the head group and the tail of our surfactants are
polymer blocks, we calculate α′ as
α
′
=
< Rg >( hydrophilic)
2
< Rg >( hydrophobic)2
(4.2)
here Rg is the radius of gyration of the respective block. To account for the fact that triblock
copolymers have two hydrophobic blocks, we divide α’ of triblock-copolymer surfactants by two
and obtain the inverse packing parameters summarized in Table 2.1 on page 28. [1] To maximize
the accuracy of screening assays, double emulsions should be impermeable to encapsulants.
To test if encapsulants are transported across the shell of double emulsions, we encapsulate
ﬂuorescein and monitor the ﬂuorescence inside the double emulsions as a function of time. The
vast majority of ﬂuorescein is released within 7 h if double emulsions are stabilized with 1 mM of
the triblock copolymer surfactant FSH2-Jeﬀamine900, as shown in the top panel of Figure 4.2a.
Similarly, if empty double emulsions are incubated in a ﬂuorescein-containing continuous phase,
ﬂuorescein is transported into empty cores, as shown in Figure 4.2b, indicating that reagent
exchange occurs in both directions.
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Figure 4.2: Permeability of double emulsions. (a) Time-lapse ﬂuorescent microscope images of
double emulsions with 12 μm thick shells containing 1 mM (top) and 0.1 mM (bottom) FSH2-
Jeﬀamine900. (b) Double emulsions stabilized by 1 mM FSH2-Jeﬀamine600 containing no dye
before and after storage in an aqueous solution containing 0.025 wt% ﬂuorescein. (c) Double
emulsions stabilized by 1 mM FSH2-Jeﬀamine600 containing ﬂuorescein in the core, before and
after storage for 17 h in an aqueous solution containing cresyl violet perchlorate. Fluorescein
diﬀuses from the core into the continuous phase whereas cresyl violet perchlorate diﬀuses from the
continuous phase into the core of double emulsions. (d) Time until 50% of ﬂuorescein is released
(t1/2), as a function of the concentration of FSH2-Jeﬀamine900 ( ) and FSH-Jeﬀamine1000 ( ),
contained in the double emulsion shells. The surfactant concentrations are normalized by their
respective cmcs.
To test if this exchange is driven by diﬀerences in the chemical potential of the two aqueous
phases, we incubate ﬂuorescein-loaded drops in an aqueous solution containing cresyl violet per-
chlorate. Also in this case, ﬂuorescein diﬀuses from the double emulsion core into the continuous
phase while cresyl violet perchlorate is transported from the continuous phase into the double
emulsion core, as shown in Figure 4.2c. This result indicates that reagents are simultaneously
transported into and out of the core of double emulsions. To test the inﬂuence of the pH on the
leakage of water-perﬂuorinated oil-water double emulsions, we produce ﬂuorescein-loaded dou-
ble emulsions stabilized with FSH2-Jeﬀamine900 and measure the ﬂuorescence of their cores in
function of time for when they are stored in an aqueous solution whose pH is 7 and pH=8.5. The
leakage is signiﬁcantly retarded if the pH is increased to 8.5, as shown in Figure 4.3. However,
we still observe a continuous leakage even at higher pHs as shown by the red curve. Because
most of the high throughput screening experiments are performed under physiologic conditions,
we investigate the permeability of double emulsions at neutral pH.
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Figure 4.3: Inﬂuence of the pH on the leakiness of double emulsions. Water-perﬂuorinated
oil-water double emulsions stabilized with FSH2-Jeﬀamine900 and loaded with ﬂuorescein are
incubated in an aqueous solution at pH = 7 (blue curve) and pH=8.5 (red curve)
This reagent exchange is remarkable because the solubility of ﬂuorescein in the oil phase is
very low, such that this transport cannot be solely explained by diﬀusion. If the transport of
ﬂuorescein across the oil shell was caused by surfactants that form inverse micelles, we would
expect this leakage to decrease with decreasing surfactant concentration, by analogy to what has
been observed for single emulsion drops. [160,163] In this case, there should be a strong decrease
in the leakage, if the surfactant concentration falls below the critical micelle concentration (cmc).
To test this hypothesis, we quantify the cmc for each surfactant using interfacial tension and
dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements, as detailed in Figure 4.4 and summarized in
Table 2.1 on page 28. For the DLS measurement, we measure the mean count rate of HFE-
7500 containing diﬀerent concentrations of surfactants, as exempliﬁed for FSH2-Jeﬀamine900 in
Figure 4.4a. Additionally, we measure the interfacial tension between the surfactant containing
HFE-7500 and water at diﬀerent surfactant concentrations using pendant drop measurements,
as shown in Figure 4.4b. The results are summarized in Table 2.1 on page 28.
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Figure 4.4: Quantiﬁcation of the critical micelle concentration. (a) The mean count rate, de-
termined with DLS, is shown as a function of the concentration of FSH2-Jeﬀamine900 contained
in HFE-7500. (b) The interfacial tension, γ, is measured as a function of the concentration of
FSH2-Jeﬀamine900 contained in HFE-7500.
We monitor the ﬂuorescence inside double emulsions stabilized with FSH2-Jeﬀamine900 and
quantify the time required to release 50% of the ﬂuorescein, t1/2, as summarized in Figure 4.2
and detailed in Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5: Quantiﬁcation of the permeability of double emulsions. The normalized ﬂuores-
cence intensity of cores of double emulsions stabilized with 5 mM ( ), 3 mM ( ), 1 mM ( ), 0.7
mM ( ), 0.5 mM ( ), 0.3 mM ( ), and 0.1 mM ( ) FSH2-Jeﬀamine900 is shown as a function
of time. The time when 50% of the ﬂuorescein is released, t1/2, is shown.
Indeed, the leakiness strongly decreases with decreasing surfactant concentration. However,
we still observe a signiﬁcant leakage, even if the surfactant concentration is below the cmc, as
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shown by the red triangles in Figure 4.2d. This ﬁnding suggests that other factors might also
contribute to the transport of reagents across the oil shell.
Our results suggest that inverse micelles are not the sole reason for the observed transport of
reagents across the oil shell. To test if larger objects can spontaneously form and act as carrier
vehicles, we cover a solution of HFE-7500 containing FSH2-Jeﬀamine900 with a layer of water.
Immediately after the sample is prepared, we cannot observe any objects that scatter visible
light in the oil phase. However, the turbidity of the surfactant-containing oil strongly increases
over time even though the sample is not mechanically agitated, as shown in Figure 4.6a. This
behavior is in stark contrast to that observed for pure oil that does not contain any surfactant
and is also in contact with water: the turbidity of this surfactant-free oil remains unchanged,
as shown in Figure 4.6b. These results indicate that in the presence of triblock-copolymer sur-
factants, small aqueous drops form at the liquid–liquid interface, by analogy to what has been
reported for osmotically stressed double emulsions. [23,168] Hence, our results suggest that these
small water drops also form in the absence of osmotic pressure gradients and if block copolymers
are used as surfactants.
Figure 4.6: Spontaneous formation of small aqueous drops in perﬂuorinated oils. Time-lapse
photographs of ﬂuorinated oil (HFE-7500) (a) with 5 mM FSH2-Jeﬀamine900 and (b) without
surfactant. In both cases, the oil is covered with a layer of water. Samples are imaged after
0, 10, 30 and 50 hours. (a) The increase in turbidity observed in the oil phase, that starts in
proximity to the liquid-liquid interface, as indicated by the white arrow, can be attributed to the
spontaneous formation of aqueous drops. (c) Inﬂuence of the inverse packing parameter, α’, on
the leakage of ﬂuorescein from double emulsions stabilized with 1 mM of diblock ( ) or triblock
( ) copolymers.
To exclude that the increase in turbidity is caused by the hydration of the PEG-based blocks
contained in the surfactants, we dissolve FSH2-Jeﬀamine2000, a surfactant with a much higher
PEG molecular weight than that of FSH2-Jeﬀamine900, in the oil. The turbidity of this sample
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remains unchanged even though the oil encompasses an equal molar concentration of FSH2-
Jeﬀamine2000 whose PEG molecular is much higher, as shown in Figure 4.7.
Figure 4.7: Time-lapse photographs of a cuvette containing HFE-7500 encompassing 5 mM
FSH2-Jeﬀamine2000 and a layer of water. Images are acquired 0, 10, 30 and 50 h after the sample
was prepared. We cannot observe any signiﬁcant changes in the turbidity of the oil indicating
that only very small amounts of aqueous drops with diameters similar to the wavelength of the
visible light spontaneously form.
This result indicates that the light scattering observed for samples encompassing FSH2-
Jeﬀamine900 cannot solely be caused by the hydration of PEG. To further test this indication,
we quantify the size of the scattering objects with dynamic light scattering measurements. This
analysis reveals objects with diameters in the order of 100 nm, a size much larger than that of
individual surfactant molecules, as detailed in Figure 4.8 and summarized in Table 4.1. These
results conﬁrm our hypothesis that the scattering objects are small water drops.
Figure 4.8: Average size of scattering objects formed in a solution containing 4 mM of a sur-
factant FSH2-Jeﬀamine900. Typical (a) correlation function and (b) intensity average measured
with DLS.
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Table 4.1: Average diameter of scattering objects formed in HFE-7500 containing 4 mM of
diﬀerent surfactants.
4.4.2 Inﬂuence of the Interfacial Tension on the Permeability
If small aqueous drops form in the oil phase, new water-oil interfaces must be produced. This
process is energetically expensive. We therefore expect the formation of these drops to decrease
with increasing interfacial energy and hence, with increasing interfacial tension. To test this ex-
pectation, we analyze the permeability of double emulsions stabilized with an equal concentration
of surfactants having diﬀerent compositions and plot it as a function of the interfacial tension.
Indeed, the leakiness decreases with increasing interfacial tension for emulsions stabilized with
di- and triblock copolymers, as summarized in Figure 4.10a. Similarly, if double emulsions are
stabilized with the same type of surfactant, their leakiness decreases with decreasing surfactant
concentration and hence with increasing interfacial tension, as summarized in Figure 4.10b.
Our results suggest that with increasing interfacial tension, fewer drops form. This suggestion is
well in agreement with the observation that the turbidity of the oil remains unchanged if it con-
tains FSH2-Jeﬀamine2000, a surfactant that only moderately lowers the interfacial tension, as
shown in Figure 4.7. These results further support our hypothesis that the transport of encapsu-
lants across the shell of double emulsions is mainly caused by aqueous drops that spontaneously
form in proximity to the liquid-liquid interface, as schematically illustrated in Figure 4.10c.
The leakiness of double emulsions can be reduced by increasing the interfacial tension. However,
if the interfacial tension is increased, the stability of single emulsion drops usually decreases. [1]
This trade-oﬀ would limit the use of surfactant stabilized single emulsion drops for high accu-
racy screening assays. To test, if the stability of double emulsions also inversely scales with the
interfacial tension, we quantify their stability by incubating them at 95°C for 10 min. We deter-
mine the fraction of double emulsions that remains intact during this incubation using optical
microscopy. The majority of double emulsion drops stabilized with any of the tested surfactants
remains intact during this incubation, as shown in Figure 4.9. Remarkably, we cannot observe
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any clear correlation between the drop stability and the surfactant composition, even though the
surfactant composition inﬂuences the interfacial tension, as summarized in Table 2.1 on page 28.
Figure 4.9: Inﬂuence of surfactant composition on the stability of double emulsions. (a)
Inﬂuence of the PEG molecular weight of diblock ( ) and triblock ( ) copolymer surfactants
(Mw PEG) and (b) the interfacial tension, γ, on the stability of double emulsions, measured as
the percentage of intact double emulsions after they have been incubated at 95°C for 10 min.
Double emulsions are stabilized with 1 mM of the respective surfactant.
These results suggest that for double emulsions, a good stability must not be traded oﬀ with
a low permeability such that they have the potential to be well-suited tight vessels for screening
assays.
Figure 4.10: Leakage of double emulsions. (a) Inﬂuence of the interfacial tension, γ, on the
transport of ﬂuorescein across the oil shell of double emulsions stabilized with 1 mM of diblock
( ) and triblock ( ) copolymer surfactants, measured as t1/2. (b) Inﬂuence of γ on t1/2 of
double emulsion stabilized with diﬀerent concentrations of FSH2-Jeﬀamine900 ( ) and FSH-
Jeﬀamine1000 ( ). (c) Schematic illustration of a water-oil-water double emulsion drop with
the suggested mechanism by which encapsulants (red stars) are transported across their oil shell
(green): Small aqueous drops (blue) act as carriers for encapsulants.
4.4.3 Inﬂuence of Surfactant Structure on the Permeability
Our results indicate that small aqueous drops spontaneously form in close proximity to the
liquid-liquid interface. If these drops are formed at the liquid-liquid interface, this interface
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must deform. Surfactants with small inverse packing parameters increase the local curvature
of liquid-liquid interfaces, [171, 172] thereby likely facilitating the formation of small drops in
the presence of convective ﬂows. [19, 25] Indeed, our results suggest that the formation of these
drops, and hence the transport of reagents across the oil shell, increases with decreasing inverse
packing parameter of the surfactant, as indicated in Figure 4.6c. Surfactants with small inverse
packing parameters also more easily assemble into inverse micelles that can grow into drops,
by analogy to emulsion polymerization processes; [173–175] this could be another contributing
reason for the spontaneous formation of drops. The exact mechanism by which these small drops
form remains to be determined.
4.4.4 Transport of Large Reagents Across the Oil Phase.
If small aqueous drops spontaneously form in the shell of double emulsions, we expect them
also to transport large encapsulants across the shell. Many of the drop-based screening assays
are employed for biological applications. To test if also biologically relevant encapsulants are
transported across oil phases, we load double emulsions with ﬂuorescently labeled single strand
DNA composed of 17 base pairs. These DNA strands are rapidly transported across the shell,
as shown by the yellow triangles in Figure 4.11a. Even plasmids containing up to 11000 base
pairs are transported across the shell of these double emulsion drops, as shown by the orange
circle in Figure 4.11a. These results demonstrate that double emulsions are highly permeable
also towards large encapsulants.
Figure 4.11: Transport of encapsulants across the shell of double emulsions. (a) Time-lapse
ﬂuorescent micrographs of double emulsions stabilized with 1 mM FSH2-Jeﬀamine900 that en-
compass ﬂuorescently labeled 100 nm polystyrene beads in their cores. (b) Trapped single
emulsion drops containing 100 nm polystyrene beads imaged over time. A decrease in ﬂuores-
cence intensity is observed. (c) Normalized ﬂuorescent intensity of the double emulsion cores as
a function of the incubation time if the cores contain 100 nm polystyrene beads ( ), 11000 base
pairs long plasmid ( ), 17 base pair long single strand DNA ( ) and ﬂuorescein ( ). All double
emulsions are stabilized with 1 mM FSH2-Jeﬀamine900.
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To test if also large solid objects can be transported across the oil phase, we produce double
emulsions that contain ﬂuorescently labeled 100 nm diameter polystyrene (PS) beads in their
cores; these double emulsions are stabilized with 1 mM FSH2-Jeﬀamine900. To quantify the size
of the ﬂuorescently labeled PS-beads size, we image them with scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) and measure their hydrodynamic diameter using dynamic light scattering (DLS). The
average diameter of these particles is approximately 100 nm as shown in the SEM image and
the DLS results in Figure 4.12a and 4.12b.
Figure 4.12: Characterization of ﬂuorescently labeled polystyrene beads. (a) Scanning elec-
tron microscopy (SEM) image of the ﬂuorescently labeled polystyrene beads and (b) the size
distribution of these beads measured with DLS.
Indeed, also these PS beads are transported across the oil shell, as indicated by the decrease
in ﬂuorescence over time shown by the blue squares in Figure 4.11a and in the microscope image
in Figures 4.11b and c.
To test if this transport is limited to double emulsions, we produce two batches of water in oil
single emulsion drops, one where drops are loaded with PS beads and one with empty drops.
Upon mixing of the two batches, the ﬂuorescence of the PS-loaded single emulsion drops decreases
over time, as shown in Figure 4.11c. By contrast, if only single emulsions containing PS beads are
dispersed in the oil phase and these drops are imaged under the same conditions, the ﬂuorescence
of the drops remains unchanged, as shown in Figure 4.13. These results indicate that the decrease
in ﬂuorescence, observed in Figure 4.11b, is related to an exchange of PS beads between PS-
loaded and empty drops and it is not related to bleaching.
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Figure 4.13: Time lapse microscopy images of trapped single emulsion drops containing 100
nm polystyrene beads. Compared to Figure 4.11, where a mixture of empty and PS bead-loaded
drops was incubated, here only drops containing the ﬂuorescently labeled PS beads are incubated
and no leakage is visible.
These results indicate that the transport of reagents, that can be as large as 100 nm in
diameter, is not limited to oil shells of double emulsions but also occurs across bulk oil phases.
4.4.5 Inﬂuence of Shell-Thickness on the Permeability
The permeability of double emulsions can be reduced if they are stabilized with an appropriate
surfactant. For the system tested here, the triblock copolymer surfactant FSH2-Jeﬀamine2000
results in the lowest permeability. However, this reduction in permeability requires surfactants
that are not commercially available and hence, that are more diﬃcult to access. For many
applications, it would be beneﬁcial to reduce the leakiness of double emulsion drops without
changing the surfactant composition. If the transport of reagents is caused by 100 nm diameter
drops, we expect it to be slowed down if we reduce the shell thickness to values that are similar to
those of the diameter of the small drops. To test this expectation, we produce double emulsions
with diﬀerent shell thicknesses; all these double emulsions are stabilized with FSH2-Jeﬀamine900.
To produce double emulsions with shell thicknesses below 4 μm, we employ the microﬂuidic
aspiration device that can reduce the shell thickness of double emulsions down to 330 nm. [169]
Indeed, the transport of ﬂuorescein across a shell as thin as 0.33 μm is much slower than that
across a 8.4 μm thick shell, as a comparison of time-lapse ﬂuorescence micrographs in Figure
4.14a reveals. If the shell thickness is reduced from 13.5 μm to 0.33 μm, t1/2 increases from
118 min to 1679 min, as shown in Figure 4.14b. We assign the decrease in permeability to the
steric hindrance that delays or even suppresses drop formation. In addition, the thinner shells
have a higher hydrodynamic resistance that slows down the convective ﬂow of the oil, thereby
reducing the propensity for small aqueous drops to form at the liquid-liquid interface. These
results demonstrate that the permeability of double emulsions can be reduced by more than
an order of magnitude without changing the composition of the surfactants by simply reducing
the thickness of the oil shell. This reduction in shell thickness constitutes an elegant way to
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minimize the transport of reagents across the shell of double emulsion drops, and thereby oﬀers
new ways to improve the accuracy of screening assays.
Figure 4.14: Inﬂuence of shell thickness on leakiness. (a) Overlay time-lapse optical and
ﬂuorescence micrographs of double emulsions whose cores contain ﬂuorescein and whose shell
thickness is (A) ts = 8.4 μm and (B) ts = 0.33 μm. (b) Inﬂuence of the shell thickness, ts, on
t1/2 for double emulsions stabilized with 1 mM FSH2-Jeﬀamine900.
4.4.6 Leakage of Double Emulsions Stabilized by Commercial
Oils
To test if the leakage from double emulsions is related to surfactants we synthesized, we stabilize
double emulsions with commercially available surfactants, as shown in Figure 4.15. Double
emulsions whose shell is composed of the droplet generation oil EvaGreen (BioRad, USA) display
a similar leakage as that observed with our FSH2-Jeﬀamine900 surfactant, as shown in Figure
4.15. By contrast, drops whose shell is composed of the partitioning oil (10X Genomics, USA)
are less leaky and the transport of ﬂuorescein across this shell is similar to the transport observed
with our optimized surfactant FSH2-Jeﬀamine2000, shown by the diamonds, or if we reduce the
shell thickness to 0.33 μm, as shown by the triangles in Figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.15: Transport of encapsulants across the shell of water-oil-water double emulsions
whose shell is composed of commercial oils. Evolution of the ﬂuorescence intensity of the core
of double emulsions with shells composed of the droplet generation oil Eva Green (BioRad).
Double emulsions contain ﬂuorescein ( ), or ﬂuorescently labeled DNA with 17 base pairs ( ) in
the core. In addition, the permeability of double emulsions with shells composed of a surfactant-
containing ﬂuorinated oil from 10X genomics that contain ﬂuorescein in their cores ( ) is shown.
The permeability is compared to optimized double emulsions, namely double emulsions with
shell thicknesses of 0.33 μm ( ) and those with 12 μm thick shells that are stabilized with
FSH2-Jeﬀamine2000 ( ).
4.5 Conclusion
Emulsion drops are frequently employed as reaction vessels to conduct high throughput screen-
ing assays. The accuracy of these assays is often compromised by the exchange of reagents
contained in diﬀerent drops that causes cross-contamination. Here, we demonstrate that the
transport of reagents across the oil phase is primarily caused by aqueous drops with diameters
of the order of 100 nm that spontaneously form in the oil phase. The propensity of these small
drops to form and hence, the leakiness of large emulsion drops can be reduced by at least an
order of magnitude if they are stabilized with surfactants that only moderately lower the inter-
facial tension. Because the stability of double emulsions only weakly depends on the interfacial
tension, it must not be traded-oﬀ with their leakiness such that mechanically stable double
emulsions with a very low permeability can be produced. However, this approach requires op-
timized surfactants. The leakiness of double emulsions can also be strongly decreased if their
shell thickness is reduced to values similar to the diameter of the small drops that spontaneously
form in the oil. In this case, the formation of these drops is sterically hindered such that almost
no encapsulants are transported across thin oil shells. From these mechanistic insights, design
rules for the synthesis of optimized surfactants and emulsion fabrication processes can be derived
that oﬀer a tighter control over the leakiness of emulsion drops. This understanding might open
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up new possibilities to use drop-based screening assays also for applications that require a high
accuracy, including applications in pharmacy and food industries.
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Chapter 5
Bio-inspired self-healing capsules:
Delivery vehicles and beyond
Gianluca Etienne, Esther Amstad
In this chapter, we introduce novel microcapsules with viscoelastic shells, that are made of
surfactants containing a metal binding moiety, that can be ionically cross-linked at the drop
surface. These capsules show high mechanical stability and can be printed into 3D structures.
This chapter is adapted from the paper entitled "Bio-inspired self-healing capsules: De-
livery vehicles and beyond", authored by Gianluca Etienne, Esther Amstad, submitted in
2018.
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5.1 Abstract
Microcapsules are often used as individually dispersed carriers of active ingredients to prolong
their shelf life or to protect premature reactions with substances contained in the surrounding.
Here, we go beyond this application and employ microcapsules as principal building blocks of
macroscopic 3D materials with well-deﬁned structures. To achieve this goal and inspired by
nature, we fabricate capsules from surfactants that are functionalized with catechols, a metal-
coordinating motif. These surfactants self-assemble at the surface of emulsion drops where
they are ionically crosslinked to form viscoelastic capsules that display a low permeability even
towards small encapsulants. These mechanically robust catechol-functionalized capsules have
a high aﬃnity to each other such that they can be 3D printed into macroscopic viscoelastic
structures without the need for additional crosslinking agents. Thereby, these capsules open
up new opportunities for additive manufacturing of soft, self-healing materials composed of
individual compartments that can be functionalized with diﬀerent types of spatially separated
reagents.
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5.2 Introduction
Polymer microcapsules are often used as individually dispersed carriers to control the tim-
ing and location of the release of active ingredients [176] for example in food, [177, 178] cos-
metic, [179, 180] and pharmaceutical [181, 182] applications. Key to a successful application of
these capsules is a good control over their mechanical stability and permeability. [183] These
parameters can be tuned with the composition and dimensions of the capsule shells. Capsules
composed of thin polymeric shells that display a low permeability towards charged encapsulants
are frequently made through layer-by-layer deposition of oppositely charged polyelectrolytes onto
solid cores. [184–187] Once polyelectrolyte multilayers are formed, the core is dissolved such that
capsules result. To reduce the number of deposition steps, capsules have been fabricated from co-
valently or ionically crosslinked reagents including polydopamines [188] or tannic acid. [189,190]
The solid particles that are used as templates oﬀer a good control over the size of the cap-
sules. However, they limit the amount of encapsulants that can be loaded into the capsule core.
This limitation can be overcome if emulsion drops are employed as templates. Indeed, capsules
composed of a wide range of materials have been produced from double emulsion templates by
solidifying their shells. [191, 192] The ﬂexibility in the materials choice enables the fabrication
of capsules that oﬀer triggered release of encapsulants in response to various stimuli, including
changes in temperature, [193] pH, [194, 195] ionic strength, [196] oil composition, [192] and the
presence of enzymes. [122] However, the resulting capsules typically have rather thick shells,
rendering them stiﬀ. Their stiﬀness hampers their ﬂow through narrow oriﬁces, which would
typically be required if they want to be used as principal building blocks of inks that can be 3D
printed. Moreover, the high volume fraction occupied by the shell limits the amount of encap-
sulants that can be loaded into their cores. Feasibility to use double emulsions as templates to
produce capsules with thin polymeric shells that occupy less than 2% of the capsule volume has
been shown. [197] However, these capsules were rather stiﬀ such that they broke if mechanically
deformed, hampering their further processing into macroscopic materials. Capsules with much
thinner, ﬂexible shells that can be loaded with signiﬁcantly higher quantities of encapsulants
can be fabricated if reagents are solidiﬁed at the drop surface. This can be achieved, for ex-
ample, if reagents dispersed in the drop meet appropriate reagents dispersed in the oil at the
drop surface where a polymerization reaction occurs. [198–200] Capsules with charged polymeric
shells can be formed through coacervation reactions where oppositely charged macromolecules
are dissolved in the drop and the continuous phase respectively. [201, 202] Similarly, polyelec-
trolyte multilayer-based capsules can be assembled from emulsion drops if they are stabilized with
charged surfactants and dispersed in a solution containing oppositely charged reagents. [203,204]
Capsules with thin shells can also be produced from chemically reactive surfactants that are di-
rectly crosslinked at the drop surface. [205–209] However, the number of reagents that can be
employed to form thin polymeric capsules through these approaches is limited. Flexible capsules
that display a narrow size distribution, low permeability towards encapsulants, allow controlled
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repetitive exchanges of reagents, and are mechanically suﬃciently stable to withstand signiﬁcant
shear stresses such that they can be further processed into macroscopic materials through addi-
tive manufacturing techniques remain to be established. These capsules would open up a new
ﬁeld of their use as principal building blocks of macroscopic materials with well-deﬁned structures
and locally varying compositions that goes far beyond their current use as individually dispersed
delivery vehicles. Here, we introduce a new type of viscoelastic, mechanically stable capsule
that are composed of bio-inspired ionically crosslinked catechol-functionalized block copolymer
surfactants. Because of the viscoelastic properties, capsules are self-healing such that they can
be merged and split at will. These capsules present a high concentration of Fe3+-complexed cat-
echols at their surface such that they have a high aﬃnity to each other. Therefore, they cannot
only be used as individually dispersed mobile carrier vehicles that display a low permeability
even towards small encapsulants, but also as principal building blocks of macroscopic soft mate-
rials. We demonstrate for the ﬁrst time that these capsules are mechanically suﬃciently stable
to serve as principal building blocks of inks that can be 3D printed into macroscopic granular
materials with well-deﬁned structures.
5.3 Materials and Methods
5.3.1 Surfactant Synthesis
Chemicals: All chemicals, namely ﬂuorinated oils HFE-7100 and HFE-7500 (3M, USA), the
ﬂuorinated block of the surfactant FSH (Krytox 157 FSH, Chemours, USA), polypropylene gly-
col (PPG 2000 g/mol, Acros Organics), thionyl chloride and chloroform (Merck, Germany),
dichloromethane (DCM), anhydrous ethyl acetate (EtAc), methanol (MeOH), triethylamine,
dopamine hydrochloride (Dopa), N,N-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC) (Sigma-Aldrich), anhy-
drous N,N-Dimethylformamide (DMF) and 3-(3,4,-Dihydroxyphenyl)propionic acid (Hydrocaf-
feic acid, HA) (Abcr, Germany), and N-Hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) and stearoyl chloride (TCI,
Japan) were used as received.
FSHDopa Synthesis
All the reactions are performed under argon atmosphere using dry glassware. 1 mol equivalent
of FSH is dissolved at 0.2 g/mL in HFE-7100, dried with molecular sieves, and the solution
is degassed with argon. 10 mol equivalents of thionyl chloride is added to the solution under
argon atmosphere to activate the carboxylic end group of the FSH. This reaction is reﬂuxed at
65°C for 2 hours. Under reduced pressure and at 90°C the excess thionyl chloride is removed,
resulting in the pure activated FSH. The FSH is subsequently re-dissolved in HFE-7100. 2.5 mol
equivalents of dopamine is dissolved in DMF and the solution is degassed with argon before it is
mixed with activated FSH. 2.5 mol equivalents of triethylamine is added to the reaction to drive
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the reaction to completion. The reaction is reﬂuxed overnight at 65°C. The solution is ﬁltered
through a ﬁlter paper, and all the solvents are removed under reduced pressure. The product
is puriﬁed using a mixture of water and HFE-7100 and subsequently washed using a mixture of
HFE-7100 and methanol. The precipitates are removed through centrifugation at 3000 g for 15
min (Mega Star, 1.6R, VWR). This washing step is repeated three times before the product is
dried using a rotary evaporator (Hei-VAP, Heidolph, Germany) and freeze dryer (FreeZone 2.5,
Labconco, USA).
FSHPEG900HA Synthesis
1 mol equivalent of hydrocaﬀeic acid is dissolved in dry ethyl acetate at 0.04 g/mL and 1 mol
equivalent NHS is added to the reaction. 1 mol equivalent of DCC is dissolved in ethyl acetate
and added to the NHS HA mixture that is stirred overnight under inert atmosphere. The
product HA-NHS is ﬁltered through a ﬁlter paper and dried under reduced pressure. 1 mol
equivalent of HA-NHS is dissolved at 0.11 g/mL in dry ethyl acetate and bubbled with argon.
0.95 mol equivalent of the polyethylene glycol Jeﬀamine ED-900 (Huntsman, USA) is dissolved
in dry ethyl acetate, added to the HA-NHS solution, and stirred overnight. The solvent is
removed using a rotary evaporator, resulting in the intermediate product H2N-PEG-HA. FSH
is activated as described for the synthesis of FSHDopa. 1.5 mol equivalent of H2N-PEG-HA is
dissolved in DCM and added to the activated FSH. 1 mol equivalent of triethylamine is added
to drive the reaction to completion, and everything is reﬂuxed overnight at 65°C. The solvent
is removed and the product is washed using a mixture of HFE-7100 and methanol and they are
centrifuged at 3000 g. This washing step is repeated three times. The ﬁnal product is dried
using a rotary evaporator and a freeze dryer.
SADopa Synthesis
1 mol equivalent of stearyl chloride is dissolved in anhydrous DMF under argon at 0.2 g/mL.
1.5 mol equivalents of dopamine is dissolved at 0.06 g/mL in DMF and cooled to 0°C. 3 mol
equivalents of triethylamine is added to the dopamine and mixed with stearyl chloride. The
mixture is heated to 65°C and stirred overnight under argon atmosphere. The reaction product
is extracted with water and ethyl acetate. This cleaning step is repeated three times before
everything is dried in a rotary evaporator and a freeze dryer.
DiDopaPPG Synthesis
1 mol equivalent of propyleneglycol is dissolved in chloroform and 10 mol equivalent of thionyl
chloride is added. The solution is reﬂuxed at 65°C for 2 hours. The excess thionyl chloride is
removed under reduced pressure at 90°C. 4 mol equivalents of dopamine is dissolved in DMF,
1.5 mol equivalents of triethylamine is added, and the mixture is stirred overnight. The product
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is extracted with diethylether and water. Extraction is repeated three times before the solvents
are removed using a rotary evaporator and freeze dryer.
5.3.2 Buckling Test
To test the buckling of the capsules we use a pendant drop setup (DSA-30 Krüss, Germany) to
image the drops and to controllably retract the ﬂuid contained in them.
5.3.3 Fabrication of Microﬂuidic Device
We produce ﬂow-focusing microﬂuidic devices from PDMS, as described in section 2.3 on page
30.
5.3.4 Production of Emulsion Drops
Emulsion drops are produced using microﬂuidic ﬂow-focusing devices as described in section
2.4.2 on page 32.
To produce double emulsions, an aqueous phase containing 6 wt% PEG 6000 Da, 0.01 wt%
Fluorescein Na salt, 0.3 M BICINE buﬀered at pH=8.5, and 0.02 mM Fe3+ is employed. The
middle phase consists of HFE-7500 or HFE-7100 containing 2 mM of a surfactant. The outer
phase is an aqueous solution containing 10 wt% partially hydrolyzed polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)
13-18 kDa (Sigma-Aldrich, USA). Double emulsions are produced by injecting the inner phase at
around 1000 μl/h, the middle phase at 1000-1300 μl/h and the outer phase at around 6000 μl/h.
To avoid osmotic pressure gradients, that would result in a change in the dimensions of the double
emulsions, the osmolarity of the inner and outer phase is matched using D(+)-saccharose (Carl
Roth, Germany); the osmolarity of the solutions is quantiﬁed with an osmometer (Advanced
Instruments, Fiske 210).
5.3.5 Quantiﬁcation of the Leakage
To minimize the risk that the permeability of double emulsions is inﬂuenced by PVA present
in the outer phase, double emulsions are washed three times using an osmotically balanced
aqueous solution. 1 μl of washed double emulsions is added to 1.5 mL of an osmotically balanced
aqueous solution and emulsions are imaged every 10 min using a ﬂuorescent microscope (Eclipse
Ti-S, Nikon). The ﬂuorescence images are analyzed using a custom-made MATLAB code that
quantiﬁes the evolution of the ﬂuorescent intensity of double emulsion cores over time.
5.3.6 3D printing of Capsules
2 mM FSHPEG900HA are dissolved in HFE-7100 containing Fe3+ ions at a 3:1 ratio. Iron is
added to HFE-7100 from an ethanol-based solution containing 1M FeCl3 (Sigma-Aldrich, USA).
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Single water in oil emulsions are produced using a PDMS microﬂuidic ﬂow-focusing device. An
HFE-7100-based solution containing surfactants and Fe3+ is used as the continuous phase.
5.4 Results
5.4.1 Production of Capsules
Emulsion drops are often stabilized with polymeric surfactants that are crucial during the
drop production and storage. However, once the drops are converted into capsules, surfactants
are usually superﬂuous or even devastating because they irreproducibly change the surface wet-
tability of the capsules. Instead of identifying protocols that eﬃciently remove surfactants from
the capsule surface, we introduce surfactants that serve as building blocks to form viscoelastic
capsules. To achieve this goal, we synthesize a new amphiphilic block copolymer surfactant that
is end-functionalized with catechol, a metal-coordinating motif, as shown in Figure 5.1a. We
employ a diblock copolymer surfactant composed of a perﬂuoropolyether block that is covalently
linked to a poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)-based block as a model surfactant; this surfactant has
proven to stabilize water in perﬂuorinated oil drops eﬃciently. [1] To enable the formation of
metal-coordination bonds between adjacent surfactants, we functionalize their PEG-ends with
catechol, a molecule that strongly complexes certain metal ions such as Fe3+, [210–212] as shown
schematically in Figures 5.1b and c.
Figure 5.1: Catechol-functionalized surfactants. (a) Chemical structure of diﬀerent catechol-
functionalized surfactants. (b,c) Schematic illustrations of emulsion drops stabilized with
catechol-functionalized surfactants in the (b) absence and (c) presence of Fe3+ ions that cross-
link the surfactants at the interface.
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To test if we can convert emulsion drops stabilized with our catechol-functionalized surfac-
tants into viscoelastic shells, we form perﬂuorinated drops using a pendant drop set-up. Fluori-
nated drops encompassing 2 mM of the catechol-functionalized surfactant FSHPEG900HA are
formed in an aqueous solution containing 1 mM FeCl3. We expect catechol-Fe3+ complexes to
form if the pH is increased to basic values where catechols are deprotonated. [211] To test this
expectation, we increase the pH of the surrounding using NaOH. Indeed, under basic conditions,
we observe the formation of thin solid shells at the drop surface within 30 s. These shell starts
to buckle if liquid is retracted, as shown in the time-lapse micrographs in Figure 5.2a. A similar
behavior is observed if drops are stabilized with 2 mM FSHDopa that lacks the PEG-based
block, indicating that shells form even in the absence of any hydrophilic spacer, as shown in the
Figure 5.2e. By contrast, if the pH is adjusted to 3, where the hydroxyl groups of catechols are
protonated, we cannot observe any sign of a shell, even if the liquid is completely retracted from
the drop, as shown in Figure 5.2b. Similarly, no signs of a shell formation can be observed within
the investigated timeframe if drops do not encompass any surfactants, as shown in Figure 5.2c,
or if catechol-free surfactants are used, as detailed in the Figure 5.2f. These results suggest that
catechol-functionalized amphiphilic block copolymers can indeed be converted into thin shells if
catechols are deprotonated such that they form multivalent complexes with Fe3+.
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Figure 5.2: Time-lapse optical micrographs of oil drops containing catechol surfactants that
are dispersed in aqueous solutions containing 1 mM FeCl3 acquired during the retraction of the
oil phase. (a,b) Drops composed of HFE-7500 containing 2 mM FSHPEG900HA (a) with and
(b) without 0.01 M NaOH in the continuous phase. (c) Control experiments of HFE-7500-based
drops containing no surfactant. Drops are formed inside an aqueous solution containing 1 mM
FeCl3. (d) Drop composed of toluene, containing 2 mM DiDopaPPG dispersed in an aqueous
solution containing 1mM FeCl3 and 0.01 M NaOH. (e) Drop composed of 2 mM FSHDopa
with 0.01 M NaOH added to the continuous phase. (f) Control experiment with 2 mM FSH2-
Jeﬀamine900, an unfunctionalized surfactant. (f) Ethyl acetate based drop containing 2 mM
SADopa containing Fe3+ in an aqueous solution where the pH is 8.
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Our results indicate that perﬂuorinated surfactants can be converted into viscoelastic shells
if they are functionalized with catechols and ionically crosslinked. By crosslinked in this work
we mean that two or three catechol groups can bind to one metal ion but that it is very likely
we have further entanglement of the polymer chains, therefore, forming a network of surfactant
molecules at the interface. To test the generality of our approach, we synthesize a non-ﬂuorinated
hydrocarbon-based surfactant composed of polypropylene glycol whose two ends are functional-
ized with catechols (DiDopaPPG), as shown in Figure 5.1a. We form toluene drops encompassing
2 mM of DiDopaPPG and 1 mM Fe3+ in an aqueous solution and increase the pH of the sur-
rounding aqueous phase using NaOH. Also in this case, we observe the formation of a thin shell
at the drop surface that starts buckling if ﬂuid is retracted, as shown in Figure 5.2d. Similar
behavior is observed for drops stabilized with dopamine-functionalized stearic acid (SADopa),
as shown in Figure 5.2g. These results indicate that the formation of viscoelastic shells is not
limited to ﬂuorinated surfactants but also occurs if hydrocarbon-based catechol-functionalized
surfactants are employed. Note that if the amount of added base is increased, thin, rather
fragile shells become apparent, even for drops that do not encompass any surfactant or those
that contain catechol-free surfactants. This shell formation most likely is caused by Fe3+ ions
that aggregate. The resulting particles accumulate at the surface, thereby forming Pickering
emulsions.
To test if catechol-functionalized surfactants are indeed ionically crosslinked, we perform UV-
VIS spectroscopy on SADopa that is dissolved in ethanol at 4 mM. In the absence of any Fe3+
ions, an absorption peak at 280 nm, typical for catechols, [213] is observed. Upon addition of Fe3+
the absorption peak shifts to 246 nm, as shown in Figure 5.3. The observed shift is much smaller
than that measured for catechol/Fe3+ complexes formed in aqueous solutions. [214] We assign
this diﬀerence to the diﬀerent solvent we use. These results indicate that catechol-functionalized
surfactants are ionically crosslinked at the drop surface.
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Figure 5.3: UV/VIS spectra of the catechol-functionalized surfactant SADOPA. UV/VIS traces
of SADopa dissolved in ethanol with (blue line) and without (red line) Fe3+.
5.4.2 Merging of Capsules
If catechols are ionically crosslinked, the capsules should display a viscoelastic behavior, by
analogy to the catechol-functionalized hydrogels that are crosslinked with Fe3+ ions. [211, 215,
216] In this case, we expect them to merge if they are in contact with each other. To test this
expectation, we form a drop composed of HFE-7100 containing 2 mM FSHDopa and 0.6 mM
Fe3+ in a basic aqueous solution (pH = 8.5). We deposit this drop on a glass substrate and form
a second ﬂuorinated drop that is attached to a steel needle. When the two drops come in contact,
they strongly adhere to each other, as shown in Figure 5.4a. If the shells are elastic, we expect the
two drops to remain intact even if they are in contact with each other. By contrast, if the shells
are viscoelastic, we expect them to merge such that encapsulants can be exchanged between
the two drops. To qualitatively assess the mechanical properties of these shells, we form a ﬁrst
ﬂuorinated drop that encompasses a 1.5 mm diameter air bubble and deposit it on a substrate.
When a second drop is brought in contact with the ﬁrst one, a connecting neck forms. When
the diameter of the formed connection reaches values similar to the diameter of the air bubble,
the air bubble starts to rise into the pendant drop, as shown in the time-lapse micrographs in
Figure 5.4b. These results indicate that the two shells merged to form a connecting neck, which
can only occur if the shells are viscoelastic. As a result of the viscoelastic behavior, the two
merged drops can be separated after the air bubble is exchanged, resulting in two separate intact
capsules, as shown in the last two frames in Figure 5.4b.
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Figure 5.4: Time-lapse photographs of ﬂuorinated drops stabilized with ionically crosslinked
catechol-functionalized surfactants. Drops composed of HFE-7100 are loaded with 6 mM Fe3+
and 2 mM FSHDOPA and surrounded by a buﬀered aqueous solution. Catechol-functionalized
surfactants are crosslinked with Fe3+ to form viscoelastic shells that (a) can be merged if two
drops come in contact and (b) allow exchanging even large encapsulants, as exempliﬁed by a
1.5 mm diameter air bubble that is initially trapped in the sessile drop and transferred to the
pendant drop, as indicated by the white arrows.
5.4.3 Mechanical Stability of Capsules
Catechol-functionalized materials have a high aﬃnity towards iron-presenting surfaces. [143] We
therefore expect capsules presenting Fe3+ complexed catechols at their surfaces to have a high
aﬃnity to each other if not all catechols are complexed to Fe3+ ions. To test this expectation,
we produce aqueous drops (pH = 8) that are dispersed in HFE-7100 containing 2 mM of the
catechol-functionalized FSHPEG900HA surfactant and 0.6 mM Fe3+. To closely control the size
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of the drops, they are formed in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)-based microﬂuidic ﬂow focusing
devices. These monodisperse drops with a diameter of 114 μm are deposited onto a layer of an
aqueous solution (pH = 8) where they self-assemble into a densely packed monolayer, as shown
in the optical micrograph in Figure 5.5a. Interestingly, individual capsules with aqueous cores
do not coalesce but adhere to each other to form an integral monolayer, as indicated by the
collective movement of the layer. If adjacent capsules are linked through ionic bonds, the ﬁlms
should be self-healing. Indeed, when ruptured interfaces are brought in contact, they self-heal,
as shown in the time-lapse optical micrographs in Figure 5.5a. These results indicate that a
signiﬁcant fraction of free catechols are present at the drop surface.
Figure 5.5: (a) Time-lapse optical micrographs of self-healing ﬁlms composed of viscoelastic
capsules. Aqueous drops (pH=8) dispersed in HFE-7100 containing FSHPEG900HA and Fe3+
are deposited onto an aqueous solution (pH=8). When the oil evaporates, a ﬁlm composed of
individual capsules form. These plastically deformable ﬁlms self-heal when broken parts are
brought in contact. Arrows indicate the direction of force applied on the ﬁlm (b,c) Fluores-
cence microscopy images of ﬂuorescently labeled single emulsion drops ﬂoating on a buﬀered
Fe3+-containing water solution (pH=8.5). Drops are stabilized with (b) catechol-functionalized
FSHPEG900HA and (c) unfunctionalized FSH-Jeﬀamine2000. Drops stabilized with unfunc-
tionalized surfactants rupture during the evaporation of the oil whereas those stabilized with
catechol-functionalized surfactants remain intact.
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We expect ionic bonds to increase the stability of emulsion drops against rupture. To assess
the stability of these capsules if mechanically compressed, we centrifuge them at 13500g. We
do not observe any signiﬁcant rupture or merging, indicating that these capsules are at least as
mechanically stable as drops stabilized with optimized unfunctionalized surfactants. [1] To test
the stability of capsules against rupture if dried, we produce 114 μm diameter water drops that
encompass ﬂuorescein. Drops are deposited onto an aqueous solution containing 0.6 mM Fe3+
that is buﬀered to pH = 8.5 using BICINE. Drops stabilized with the catechol-functionalized
FSHPEG900HA surfactant self-assemble into a hexagonal close-packed monolayer. Even though
they are in direct contact with their neighbors, these aqueous drops retain their integrity even
if the surrounding oil is evaporated, as shown in Figure 5.5b. By contrast, drops stabilized
with unfunctionalized FSH-Jeﬀamine2000 surfactants rupture during the evaporation of the oil,
thereby releasing ﬂuorescein to the surrounding, as shown in Figure 5.5c. These results indicate
that the stability of emulsion drops increases upon ionic crosslinking.
5.4.4 Leakage from Capsules
The vast majority of emulsion drops are stabilized with polymeric surfactants. These surfactants
typically impart stability to emulsion drops. However, they come at an important expense: Free
surfactants spontaneously form micelles and small aqueous drops that carry reagents across oil
phases, resulting in cross-contamination between diﬀerent drops. [2, 51, 118, 160, 161, 163, 164]
This cross-contamination limits the use of surfactant-stabilized emulsion drops as picoliter-sized
vessels for conducting sensitive high-throughput screening assays. This reagent transport also re-
duces the encapsulation eﬃciency if such drops are used as templates to form capsules. We expect
this exchange of reagents to be delayed or even suppressed, if surfactants are ionically crosslinked
such that their mobility at the liquid-liquid interface is reduced. To test our expectation, we
produce water-oil-water double emulsions, containing ﬂuorescein in their cores. Indeed, the
vast majority, of ﬂuorescein contained in double emulsions stabilized with ionically crosslinked
FSHPEG900HA is retained for more than 14 days, which is the duration of our experiment, as
shown in the micrograph in Figure 5.6a and summarized by the blue triangles in Figure 5.6b.
By contrast, ﬂuorescein is very rapidly released if double emulsions are stabilized with catechol-
functionalized surfactants, FSHPEG900HA, that are not ionically crosslinked, as shown by the
orange triangles in Figure 5.6b. Even faster release of ﬂuorescein is observed if double emulsions
are stabilized with 2 mM FSH2-Jeﬀamine600, a non-functionalized surfactant, as shown by the
red circles in Figure 5.6b. These results demonstrate that our catechol-functionalized surfac-
tants constitute an elegant way to overcome cross-contamination that typically occur between
surfactant-stabilized emulsions. Hence, these surfactants have the potential to signiﬁcantly in-
crease the usefulness of drops as picoliter-sized tight vessels for conducting high-throughput
screening assays with an unprecedented accuracy.
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Figure 5.6: Permeability of double emulsions. (a) Fluorescent micrographs of double emulsions
containing ﬂuorescein acquired after they have been stored at room temperature for 0 h, 1 h,
30 h, 6 days, and 14 days. Double emulsions are stabilized with (A,B) 2 mM unfunctionalized
FSH2-Jeﬀamine600 and (C,D) the catechol functionalized FSHPEG900HA. The core of the
double emulsions contains (A,C) water and ﬂuorescein, (B,D) Fe3+, ﬂuorescein, and BICINE
to buﬀer the pH at 8.5. (b) Normalized ﬂuorescent intensity of the cores of double emulsions
as a function of the incubation time at room temperature. All double emulsions are dispersed
in water where the osmotic pressure is balanced. Double emulsions whose cores have a neutral
pH, contain no iron and are stabilized with FSH2-Jeﬀamine600 ( ), contain BICINE, iron and
stabilized with FSH2-Jeﬀamine600 ( ), have a neutral pH, contain no iron, and stabilized with
FSHPEG900HA ( ) and contain BICINE, iron, and are stabilized with FSHPEG900HA ( ).
5.4.5 3D printing of Capsules
The good mechanical stability, high deformability, and stickiness of our capsules might open up
a new ﬁeld of their application: If up-concentrated, they have the potential to serve as inks that
can be 3D printed. To test if these capsules indeed can be processed into macroscopic materials
using 3D printing, we assemble aqueous drops that are dispersed in HFE-7100 containing 2 mM
of the catechol-functionalized FSHPEG900HA surfactant and 0.6 mM Fe3+. We up-concentrate
the drops and eject them through a pipette tip at a controlled ﬂow rate to form a 3D hydrogel,
as shown in the time-lapse photographs in Figure 5.7a. Remarkably, the ejected solution is
suﬃciently viscoelastic to ensure good control over the shape of the processed macroscopic
materials, as shown in Figure 5.7a. Indeed, even free-standing structures such as bridges can
be 3D printed, as shown in Figure 5.7b. The printed materials are composed of individual
compartments with well-deﬁned sizes that are linked to their neighbors, resulting in granular
structures, as shown in Figure 5.7c. These results show feasibility to not only use these capsules
as individually dispersed delivery vehicles but also as building blocks of macroscopic materials
with well-deﬁned structures and locally varying compositions. However, these structures are
viscoelastic such that they change their shape over time. To test if we can use the same capsules
to produce mechanically stable, elastic granular hydrogels, we eject the concentrated solution into
an aqueous solution whose pH is adjusted to 12 to induce covalent crosslinking of catechols, [217]
as shown in Figures 5.7d and e. Indeed, if printed under these conditions, the formed threads
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are much more stable, as indicated in the time-lapse photographs in Figure 5.7d, yet the regular,
granular structure is preserved, as shown in Figure 5.7f. These results suggest that the capsule
shells are covalently cross-linked. As a result of the covalent cross-links, adjacent layers do
not stick to each other anymore, as shown in Movie S8. These results open up a new ﬁeld of
use of capsules with thin shells, namely their collective assembly to form macroscopic granular
materials with well-deﬁned structures and compositions that vary over short length scales.
Figure 5.7: 3D printing of viscoelastic capsules in (a-c) air and in (d-f) aqueous solutions. (a)
Time-lapse photographs of capsules whose cores are composed of an aqueous solution (pH=8.5).
Capsules are made from water in HFE-7100 emulsion drops stabilized by 2 mM FSHPEG900HA
and Fe3+. (b) Photograph of a 3D printed suspended bridge composed of viscoelastic capsules.
(c) Cross-section of a 3D printed structure revealing its granular structure. (d) Time-lapse
photographs of densely packed capsules that are printed into an aqueous solution whose pH is
12. (e) Zoom-in on the ink composed of up-concentrated capsules as it is ejected. (f) Microscope
image of the resulting printed structure composed of covalently crosslinked capsules.
5.5 Conclusion
We introduce new viscoelastic, sticky capsules that are deformable and mechanically suﬃ-
ciently robust to be additive manufactured into macroscopic materials. Capsules are composed
of catechol-functionalized block copolymer based surfactants that are ionically crosslinked at the
drop surface to form viscoelastic shells. The resulting mechanically stable capsules are for practi-
cal purposes impermeable even towards low molecular weight encapsulants, thereby enabling the
use of drops as truly closed containers that do not suﬀer from cross-contamination. Importantly,
the mechanical stability and viscoelastic behavior of these capsules open up a new ﬁeld of their
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use in additive manufacturing: They can be 3D printed into proto-tissue-like cm-sized materials
with well-deﬁned structures. This feature oﬀers new possibilities for additive manufacturing of
functional soft materials with structures that are well-deﬁned on several length scales and locally
varying compositions.
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Conclusion and Outlook
The development of microﬂuidics in the past 25 years has contributed to the miniaturization
and automation of biological and chemical assays. Droplet-based microﬂuidics has emerged as a
technology to analyze samples at high-throughputs by producing emulsion drops in a controlled
way. Each emulsion drop functions as a closed reaction vessel, where drops can be produced and
analyzed at a rate of several thousand per second. A possibility to stabilize emulsion drops and
to prevent them from coalescing, is the use of surfactants. The most common system used for
biological high-throughput screening applications are water in ﬂuorinated oil emulsions which
are stabilized by ﬂuorinated surfactants.
In the ﬁrst part of this work, we studied how the length of the hydrophilic block and the
block copolymer structure of ﬂuorinated surfactants inﬂuence the mechanical and thermal sta-
bility of single emulsion drops. Therefore, we synthesized diﬀerent ﬂuorinated surfactants where
we changed the length of the hydrophilic block of di- and triblock copolymer surfactants. We
show that the composition of the surfactant has a big inﬂuence on the mechanical and thermal
stability of emulsion drops. The stability of emulsion drops stabilized by triblock copolymers
scales inversely with the interfacial tension. By contrast, the stability of drops coated with di-
block copolymers scales with the surfactant packing density. We show that the performance of
the surfactants strongly depends on the composition of the ﬂuids. At low salt concentrations,
surfactants with a ratio of the radii of gyration of the PEG to the hydrophobic block ranging
from 0.54 to 0.67 impart the highest stability to emulsion drops (FSH2-Jeﬀamine900 and FSH-
Jeﬀamine1000). At high salt concentrations, FSH-PEG220 and FSH-Jeﬀamine2000, surfactants
with a ratio of the radii of gyration of PEG to the hydrophobic block varying between 0.34 and
0.37 impart the highest stability. These guidelines help choosing what type of surfactant should
be used to result in the highest stability of emulsion drops.
Surfactants are necessary to stabilize emulsion drops. However, they can also contribute to
the transport of encapsulants from one drop to another. We studied this transport that results
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in cross-contamination. We found that hydrophilic encapsulants can be transported through
the oil shell of water in oil in water double emulsions. We demonstrate that this transport is
mainly caused by emulsion drops of the order of 100 nm that spontaneously form at the water oil
interface. We show that the time when 50% of encapsulants are transported across the shell only
scales with the interfacial tension. The stronger a surfactant decreases the interfacial tension,
the faster the leakage occurs. Since the leakage is causes by emulsion drops with diameters of the
order of 100 nanometers, dyes such as plasmids with 11’000 base pairs and 100 nm polystyrene
beads can leak out from emulsion drops. We show that the leakage can be reduced by applying
surfactants that only moderately lower the interfacial tension, by reducing the amount of surfac-
tant in the oil shell, or by creating double emulsion drops with sub-micrometer thin shells. These
results provide guidelines for the appropriate selection of surfactants and emulsion dimensions.
To overcome the trade-oﬀ between drop stability and reagent transport between drops, we
developed novel types of surfactants that can be reversibly cross-linked at the interface of an
emulsion drop, resulting in capsules with a viscoelastic, self-healing shells. These surfactants
contain a catechol group that can be chelated using metal ions. We demonstrate that these
capsules show a high mechanical stability and that they can keep their shape even when the
oil evaporates. By cross-linking surfactants at the interface we can prevent the leakage of hy-
drophilic dyes from double emulsion drops and by packing the capsules at high densities we can
print them into 3D structures. Hence, these new surfactants might open up possibilities to build
new self-healing 3D structures made out of individual compartments.
As preliminary work, we further increased the stability of these capsules by created emulsion
drops containing two diﬀerent catechol functionalized surfactants: one in the aqueous phase and
one in the ﬂuorinated oil phase. By adding Fe3+, the two surfactants cross-linked at the interface,
thereby forming a stronger capsule wall. The exact mechanism must still be determined. An
example of a capsule that has been mechanically stressed with a razor blade i shown in Figure
6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Time-lapse optical micrographs of oil in water drops stabilized with two types of
catechol-functionalized surfactants. To increase the strength of the capsule wall, 4 mM SADopa
is dissolved in EtOH containing Fe3+ and transferred to NaOH (pH=8) then they are mixed
with HFE-7500 containing 2 mM FSHPEG900HA. The resulting capsules show good stability
and rupture if suﬃciently strongly deformed.
By replacing FSHPEG900HA with a sorter FSHDopa, we can create stable capsules that
attain non-spherical shapes. This result suggests that capsules made from two diﬀerent types
of catechol-functionalized surfactants are mechanically more stable than those made of only one
type of surfactant, as shown in Figure 6.2.
Figure 6.2: Time-lapse optical micrographs of oil in water drops stabilized with two types of
catechol-functionalized surfactants. To increase the strength of the capsule wall, 4 mM SADopa
is dissolved in EtOH containing Fe3+ and transferred to BICINE (pH=8.5) before they are
mixed with HFE-7500 containing 2 mM FSHDopa. After shaking, the emulsions keep their
non-spherical shapes and when mechanically stressed with a razor blade, they do not break but
deform.
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Appendix A
FTIR of Fluorinated Surfactants
All the FTIR spectra measured of the diﬀerent di- and triblock ﬂuorinated surfactants are shown in
Figures A.1-A.8. The FTIR were measured as described in section 2.2.2 on page 29.
Figure A.1: FTIR spectra of (1) FSH, (2) PEG220, and (3) FSH-PEG220.
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Figure A.2: FTIR spectra of (1)) FSH, (2) Jeﬀamine600, and (3) FSH-Jeﬀamine600.
Figure A.3: FTIR spectra of (1) FSH, (2) Jeﬀamine1000, and (3) FSH-Jeﬀamine1000.
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Figure A.4: FTIR spectra of (1) FSH, (2) Jeﬀamine2000, and (3) FSH-Jeﬀamine2000.
Figure A.5: FTIR spectra of FSH (1), PEG310 (2), and FSH2-PEG310 (3).
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Figure A.6: FTIR spectra of FSH (1), Jeﬀamine600 (2), and FSH2-Jeﬀamine600 (3).
Figure A.7: FTIR spectra of FSH (1), Jeﬀamine900 (2), and FSH2-Jeﬀamine900 (3).
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Figure A.8: FTIR spectra of FSH (1), Jeﬀamine2000 (2), and FSH2-Jeﬀamine2000 (3).
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Abbreviations
• cac: Critical aggregation concentration
• cmc: Critical micelle concentration
• DLS: Dynamic light scattering
• DNA: Deoxyribonucleic acid
• Dopa: Dopamine
• FACS: Fluorescence-activated cell sorting
• FC-40: Fluorinated solvent
• FSH: Commercial name of perﬂuorinated polyether used as hydrophobic block in ﬂuorinated
surfactants
• HA: Hydrocaﬀeic acid
• HFE-7100: Fluorinated solvent
• HFE-7500: Fluorinated solvent
• HLB: Hydrophilic-lipophilic balance
• HLD: Hydrophilic-lipophilic deviation
• Jeﬀamine: Name of commercial product of block copolymers containing mainly polyethyleneg-
lycol and polypropylene glycol used as a building block for surfactants
• NaCl: Soldium chloride
• O/W: Oil in water emulsion
• PEG: Polyethylene glycol
• PCR: Polymerase chain reaction
• PDMS: Polydimethylsiloxane
• PPG: Polypropylene glycol
• PS: Polystyrene
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• PVA: Polyvinyl alcohol
• Rg: Radius of gyration
• RNA: Ribonucleic acid
• SA: Stearic acid
• SEM: Scanning Electron Microscope
• W/O: Water in oil emulsion
• W/O/W: Water in oil in water double emulsion
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Symbols
• A: Total area
• AL: Total area in Langmuir trough
• Am: Mean molecular area
• ai: Activity coeﬃcient
• a: Length of repeat unit
• α: Packing parameter
• α’: Inverse packing parameter
• a0: Optimal area of hydrophilic group
• Ca: Capillary number
• C: Concentration
• Da: Dalton
• Eγ : Interfacial energy
• η: Viscosity
• F : Force
• G: Gibbs free energy
• g: Gravitational acceleration
• γ: Surface tension or interfacial tensions
• Γ: Surface excess concentration
• lc: Length of hydrophobic chain
• M : Molar
• Mh: Molecular weight hydrophilic group
• Mtot: Total molecular weight
• μ: Chemical potential
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• N : Number of repeat units
• nσ: Number of molecule at interface
• ν: Wavenumber
• p: Laplace pressure
• Π: Surface pressure
• R: Gas constant coeﬃcient
• ρ: Packing density
• ρi: Density
• T : Temperature
• t: Time
• t1/2: Time until 50% of content is released
• ts: Shell thickness
• U : Flow velocity
• v: Volume of hydrophobic chain
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